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Abstract
Heritage management has made a shift toward recognising the ‘intangible’. However
recent research argues that this shift is still fragmented by enduring philosophies of
heritage as artefactual. Maintenance of heritage buildings, in particular, illustrates the
debates around material (‘tangible’) or vernacular processes (‘intangible’) of
management. This thesis explores the heritage management of three heritage listed
coastal cabin (shack) communities within Sydney’s Royal National Park. Here cabin
owners are faced with challenges of the extreme maritime environment and no road
access, meaning that all maintenance materials are carried on foot. Yet official
management of shacks is still largely based on the appearance of shack materials via an
audit. The project aimed to understand how vernacular shack maintenance practices
could be a form of heritage. Employing a mixed method approach, the study included
semi-structure and walking interview with 12 shack owners. The results offer insights
into heritage significance arising from practices and embodied actions. Through a nonrepresentational framework attention is giving to the multiple meanings of shack
maintenance practices. The findings highlight the significance of vernacular
maintenance practices, and suggest, with future research, a new management approach
incorporating both the tangible and intangible is possible.
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Notes
-

Participants refer to ‘lease’ and ‘license’ interchangeably in their responses throughout
this thesis. It should be noted that shack owners have only ever held licenses for their
cabins.

-

This thesis adopts the term ‘shack owners’ to refer to the people who maintain and use
the shacks within the Royal National Park communities of Little Garie, Era, and
Burning Palms.

-

Similarly, participants may refer to ‘owning’ their shack, it should be noted that within
the current National Parks and Wildlife Service license shack owners are referred to as
“the claimed owners of shacks” (NSW NPWS 2000; OEH 2019; RNP CCPL 2019).
Ownership of shacks has not yet been determined by any court proceedings.

-

‘Sic’ has been used where appropriate to clarify incorrect terms.
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Introduction
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1.1

Research Impetus

“It is again no question of expediency or feeling whether we shall preserve the buildings
of past times or not. We have no right whatever to touch them. They are not ours. They
belong partly to those who built them, and party to all the generations of mankind who
are to follow us.”
John Rushkin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, 1849 p. 163,
(cited in Bashforth et al. 2017, p. 86)

*****
Maintenance of heritage buildings is an issue that can elicit both enjoyment and
frustrations for owners and managers alike. Nowhere is this more evident than in the
heritage listed shack communities positioned along the coast south of Sydney within the
Royal National Park (RNP). The shacks located here were first constructed in the early
twentieth century. They evolved from small tents and utilised local materials such as
tree bark and driftwood. The first shacks were constructed by miners and locals from
Helensburgh for recreational use or to store fishing gear. Here maintenance is hindered
by the shacks’ extreme maritime environment and the storms, wind, sun, and salt, which
comes with the position. Shack owners are also limited by what they can carry to their
shack as there is no road access. In this national park setting there is little opportunity to
engage with specialist building trades, tools or materials, therefore maintenance is a
challenging task at times. Shack owners are limited in maintenance by what they can
carry, their own skills and know how, and what can withstand the constant forces of
decay. Additionally, the shacks are managed by the New South Wales National Park
and Wildlife Service (NPWS). The NPWS utilise license and auditing conditions as
their key tools to manage the cultural heritage values of the shacks. This does not sit
comfortably with the way shack owners think about the heritage value of their shacks
and, as this thesis shows, this is in tension with much contemporary heritage thinking
and practice. How can the cultural heritage values of these shacks be retained if their
2

materials are constantly undergoing change and requiring maintenance in such a
challenging environment?
The idea of ‘material’ or ‘artefacts’ as heritage is something that has been much debated
within heritage research and management. Longstanding, ‘fixed’, and taken for granted
categories such as material and immaterial, and tangible and intangible, have been
questioned (Smith 2015; Pendlebury 2015; Harvey 2013; Bashforth et al. 2017;
Vergunst et al. 2017). Recently heritage literature has also problematised the role and
position of ‘experts’ (archaeologists, historians and architects) who find and preserve
heritage artefacts (Smith 2015, p. 135). A significant shift in heritage discourse has
emerged with the idea that heritage can be considered a process; performances and
interactions between bodies and the material, which can explain feelings of identity
(Smith 2015; Warterton 2013; Harvey 2013; Su 2018; Ahmad 2006; Dicks 2015;
Harrison 2010). Material culture studies is useful in deepening heritage discussions, as
it acknowledges objects as being more than static material (Cook and Tolia-Kelly 2010;
DeSilvey 2006; Bashforth et al. 2017; Carr & Gibson 2016; Carr, Gibson & Farbotko
2018; Carr 2017). By acknowledging objects’ relationships and meanings, their ‘social
lives’ can be revealed (Cook and Tolia-Kelly 2010; DeSilvey 2006; Bashforth et al.
2017). Cheape, Garden and McLean summarise, ‘nowhere do notions of landscape,
identity, and material culture come together more vividly as within the discourses of
heritage’ (2009, p. 104; cited in Harvey 2013, p. 157).
Motivated and informed by these recent debates in heritage, this thesis further
investigates the heritage practices of coastal shack owners within Royal National Park. I
explore how the role of shack maintenance practices and how they contribute to heritage
understandings amongst shack owners.

1.2

Research Aim

I analyse shack maintenance and heritage using the conceptual framework of nonrepresentational theory. Non-representational theory views the world as made up of
encounters, as a complex product of interactions and lived practices (Thrift 1999; 2003).
This relational ontology has been influential in subsequent heritage research, which
emphasises the ways people interact with landscapes in their lives and embodied
practices (Waterton 2013). Drawing on this thinking for heritage research is particularly
3

useful when undertaking an analysis of shack maintenance, as such practices involve
engagement with both the landscape and its material. Such a conceptual framework
calls for investigation through on-the-ground empirical research. The project aim is to
understand the role and meanings of vernacular maintenance practices of heritage listed
cabins in a protected area, and the consequences of these for heritage management and
cabin use. This will be addressed through four objectives:

I.

To examine the role of ‘maintenance’ in the ongoing social significance and

heritage of the shacks;
II.

To investigate how the material culture of ‘maintenance’ can be a process of

heritage;
III.

To compare notions of heritage and social significance (arising from maintenance

of shacks in the RNP) amongst cabin owners and within license and audit conditions;
IV.

To analyse how NPWS license and auditing conditions can impact the

undertaking and meanings of maintenance for shack owners.

The first objective – examining the role of ‘maintenance’ within the ongoing social
significance of shacks - is important for two reasons. First, this provides an account of
shack maintenance practices as embodied actions within a landscape. Second, an
analysis of themes of tangible, intangible, and social significance effectively grounds
this project within previous literature on heritage tensions.
The second objective – investigating the material culture of ‘maintenance’ explores how
the materials of shack maintenance can framed as a process of heritage. The third
objective - examining how practices, licensing, and auditing can inform notions of
heritage and social significance. Non-representational theory encourages the researcher
to suspend the traditional dualities, such as tangible and intangible, acknowledging that
understandings are lived, embodied and entangled with how we do things (Waterton
2013; Carr 2017). This theory was utilised in practice for the preparation of this thesis
by employing semi-structured walking interviews with shack owners within their shack
location. A mobile methodology also allowed for insights from interviewees to occur
organically, triggered by the memories of landscapes. Subsequently, this reveals how
4

heritage understandings are enveloped by practice and bodily encounters with the shack
and its landscape.
Within the scope of this thesis, shack owners are repositioned as having authority in
matter of significance and heritage as opposed to the site managers (National Parks and
Wildlife Service staff). The thesis focuses on shack owners’ accounts – contributing to a
‘heritage from below’ literature (Robertson 2012; 2015; Harvey 2013; Dicks 2015;
Taksa 2006). Landscape, like heritage, is no longer thought of as simply ‘there’; it has
become processual, informed by culture, engaging, and experiencing (Harvey 2013, p.
153). This thesis explores how understandings of heritage, and social significance, are
created by examining maintenance practices and responses to licensing and auditing
conditions.
The fourth objective explores how formal licensing and auditing conditions can impact
upon maintenance practices. This objective stems from the emphasis of scholars to
democratise heritage, calling for a shift away from the ‘great stories’ and the
monumental to the everyday and mundane (Harvey 2013, p. 157). Identifying tensions
caused by the application of audits and license conditions informs how different
elements of heritage values, materiality and practice interact (Bashforth et al. 2017).
The tensions identified in this thesis will subsequently explain how heritage can be
enlivened by ongoing and unfolding practices and social dynamics.

1.3

Location and Context

The coastal shack communities of Little Garie, Era and Burning Palms beaches
(historically referred to as the Era Lands) are located within the RNP, south of Sydney,
New South Wales. The shacks date back to the early twentieth century and are now
used as private weekend accommodation. The only comparable shack community is
Bulgo, located at the southern end of the RNP. There are 53 shacks at Bulgo, however
the history and management of Bulgo differs from the Era Lands communities, in that,
the Bulgo did not campaign for heritage recognition as a means of ending shack
demolition. Shack owners in the RNP have a license for use and pay rent to the NPWS
(who manage the RNP). The shacks were initially built on pastoral land which was later
resumed into the RNP in 1950; there are no amenities (water, power, or
telecommunications) at the shack locations. The shack communities are not accessible
5

by car; shack owners walk to the location and must therefore carry everything needed
for the stay with them.

Figure 1 Map of research location (Google Maps 2019)
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1.3.1 Little Garie
The Little Garie shack community has approximately 20 shacks. It is the most
accessible of the three communities discussed in this thesis, with Garie beach carpark
located close to the north. Shack owners now use a short beach track to access their
shacks.

Figure 2 Little Garie

1.3.2 Era
The Era shack community has been described as the largest and most diverse of the
three communities with approximately 95 shacks (Prinsen 2013). Era is accessed via the
coastal walking track to the north or via the tracks from Garrawarra Farm down the
escarpment.

Figure 3 Era
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1.3.3 Burning Palms
The Burning Palms shack community is the most southern of the three communities,
with approximately 28 shacks. Burning Palms is accessed via a steep track from
Garrawarra Farm down the escarpment.

Figure 4 Burning Palms (Trustmeiamatraveler 2016)

1.4

Thesis Overview

This thesis is structured into seven chapters. Chapter two contextualises the history and
management of the RNP shacks. The chapter begins by explaining the early uses of
shacks and the inception of the RNP. The remainder of the chapter then details the
varying management bodies involved and the approaches of both shack owners and
RNP management agencies.
Chapter three brings together research from fields such as heritage, conservation, and
landscape. The chapter begins by positioning heritage as process, and problematises
categorical thinking (tangible and intangible) within heritage theory and practice. The
chapter draws upon wider conservation discourse and links heritage and environmental
management debates within conservation approaches of national parks. The chapter
then turns to the importance of material culture studies and non-representational theory
to reconceptualise ‘categories’ of heritage. The concepts of practice as performance,
embodiment and memory are then introduced. The implications of thinking about the
varying understandings and perceptions of heritage are outlined throughout. This
chapter presents non-representational theory as a helpful framework.

8

Chapter four discusses methodology. The chapter provides an explanation of how the
project began, with questions of rigour and positionality. The research design of the
project is then outlined. The project was conducted in two parts, 12 participants were
recruited. The first part of the study used semi-structured interviews with shack owners
to understand the context of participants’ shacks and their understandings of
maintenance and heritage. The second part involved a walking interview, allowing
shack owners to demonstrate their maintenance practices; this provided in-depth
understanding of shack maintenance and its limitations. Analytical procedures that were
employed in handling and interpreting the data are also explained in this chapter to
enhance transparency and reliability.
The results are presented in two chapters.
Chapter five examines how shack owners’ approaches to maintenance are informed by
desires to maintain shacks in their original ‘character’ and how this generates heritage.
The first section details how ideas of what is ‘original’ can drive maintenance practices
and inform heritage. The second section presents shack maintenance as a performance
influenced by landscape and the ‘past’. The findings from this chapter highlight the
importance of how maintenance is a practice or performance undertaken by individual
shack owners, families and shack communities.
Chapter Six examines maintenance in relation to the shack licensing and auditing. The
chapter explains how feelings of tenure and security can shape maintenance practices.
Challenges surrounding the ‘original character’ reflect the processual nature of shack
materials and maintenance. The implications for licensing and auditing shacks are
discussed when maintenance is presented as ‘other ways of knowing’. Chapter Seven
draws together the arguments presented and discusses areas for future research.

9

2

Background

10

2.1

Introduction

This chapter provides a historical overview of shacks in the Royal National Park. It
explains the heritage context and the history of varying tenure and other changes in the
management of the coastal cabin communities within the Royal National Park. The
chapter also illustrates the role of vernacular materials and maintenance practices within
the State Heritage Register listing of the shacks. The chapter discusses how these
factors have influenced (and continue to influence) shack maintenance practices, and
the meaning and significance of this for shack communities. Finally, the recurrent
practices which initiated shack use, and ensure continued shack use, are explained as
processes of heritage.

2.2

Early History of the shacks

The Royal National Park coastal cabin communities (shacks) of Little Garie, Era and
Burning Palms (known collectively as ‘the Era Lands’), were first constructed in the
early twentieth century; on what was then pastoral land. In the 1800s land grants were
made to pastoralists, lots 1/752018, 7/752018, 13/752018, 44/752918, 47/752018, and
48/752018 were owned by the Byrne, Collaery, and Adams families respectively
(Figure 5). Lot number 48 (48/752018) was in the Parish of Bulgo (located at the
southern end of the now Royal National Park) and 53 shacks remain at Bulgo today
(OEH 2019). Miners from the nearby town of Helensburgh would leave their fishing
gear in crude huts to save carrying it to and from fishing spots. Oral history indicates the
first shack (possibly no. 88) at Era beach was erected by an Aboriginal stockman
referred to as ‘Old Tom’. Shack owners attest this was about 1910 – 1912 and the shack
is now used by a different family (OEH 2019; Van Teelseling 2017; Prinsen 2013). Job
losses during the Great Depression were part of the impetus for the construction of more
permanent shacks (Figure 6 & 7); miners would live at the shacks and hunt rabbits and
fish for food between bouts of unemployment (Van Teeseling 2017, pp. 55-56).
As the shacks have always been inaccessible by road, all materials had to be carried to
the site on foot via a steep track down the escarpment (Figure 1). The nearest public
transport was, a (now obsolete), steam train station named ‘Lilyvale’ (near present-day
‘Otford’), some 10 kilometres away from most shack sites. Shack owners paid weekly
rent to the pastoralists. It was understood at the time that the builders owned the shacks
(Van Teeseling 2017). Shack construction was encouraged by landholders as shack
11

owners could supervise the cattle and helped prevent cattle raiding or rustling (Van
Teeseling 2017).

Figure 5 Map of RNP showing pastoral lots and shack locations (OEH 2019; cites Galea)
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Figure 6 Historical shacks (OEH 2019; cites Ashley)

Figure 7 Early shacks (RNP CCPL 2019)
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2.3

History of RNP

In the late 1880s there was growing concern regarding forest conservation in Australia.
There were calls to restore a balance between ‘man and nature’, and ideas of nature
reserves were publicly discussed (Hall 1992, p. 89). Such a ‘reserve’ was created on the
outskirts of South Sydney in 1879 (Hall 1992). This then named National Park was
Australia’s (and arguably the world’s) first 'National Park' (Robin 2013). It was
renamed the Royal National Park (RNP) in 1955, following Queen Elizabeth II’s 1954
Australian tour (Robin 2013). At the outset, the RNP was proposed as a leisure site, "a
green space for crowded urban slum-dwellers" or a "Hyde Park of the bush" (Robin
2013, p.5; Adam 2012). There are also many sites throughout the RNP and beyond,
which provide evidence of Indigenous use and occupation (OEH 2019). Aboriginal
sites, such as a Midden located at North Era, demonstrate the area has an extensive
history of prior occupation and use (OEH 2019). The shacks within the Era Lands were
not initially included in the establishment of the RNP; as they were located on private
freehold land. In 1945, the shack communities discovered that the estate of the
landholder, who by that time owned all the Era Lands, intended to sell the land. The
popularity of the area had grown significantly due to the rising bushwalking movement
of the 1930s (Robin 2012; Hall 1992). The shack communities were aware that there
were other organisations (such as the Campers’ League) who would be interested in
making an offer to purchase. On the tenth of November 1945, together with Campers’
League, the shack communities formed the Protection League (PL); with the intent to
purchase the land from their landlords. However, when the land was advertised for
auction the newly formed PL quickly realised they would be outbid. The PL and other
various interests’ group, such as the Sydney Bush Walkers, lobbied the government to
protect the area from developers. In 1950 the land was resumed by the government, and
in 1954 it was incorporated into the RNP. By late 1960s the "National Parks Idea", an
American management model considered as 'best practice', was gaining prominence
causing a shift in focus towards wilderness preservation (Robin 2013, p. 5).

2.4

Tenure

In the years following the resumption of the Era Lands (n 1950), the shacks became
embroiled within what is still an ongoing debate regarding ownership. Although the
landowners had already been paid an amount for the Era Lands, they were seeking an
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additional amount from the government, and this would take six years to be settled by
the courts (Van Teeseling 2017). In addition to this, the shacks posed another
compensation issue. Under the legislation of the day (Public Works Act 1912, section
96) the government would have to pay shack owners restitution if they lost access to the
shacks as a result of sale (Van Teeseling 2017, p. 114). As the shack settlements in the
Era Lands had grown, there was concern their value would be greater than the 1944
estimate of 950 pounds sterling - an amount the government was not willing to pay
(Van Teeseling 2017, p. 114). The growing concerns the government held over potential
compensation claims from shack owners were resolved when the Minister for Lands
announced that following consultation, ownership of the shacks was to be retained by
the community and, in return, no compensation payments would be considered (Van
Teeseling 2017, p. 114). As a result of this decision, the shacks were to be legalised by
issuance of “Permissive Occupancies” in 1954. Shack owners continued to pay rent (of
13 pounds per annum) to The National Park Trust, which managed the RNP at that time
(Garder 1990, p. 6). While the National Park Trust adopted a rigid policy of no new
shacks being constructed, alterations and repairs, and buying and selling of shacks was
permitted (Garder 1990).
This arrangement continued without issue until 1964 when the National Park Trust
raised the rent without warning and issued "Conditions of Occupancy" to all shack
owners, citing that failure to sign would result in the termination of their permission to
occupy (Garder 1990; Van Teeseling 2017). The "Conditions of Occupancy" changes
also removed the ability to transfer shacks, meaning that the shacks would be
demolished upon the death of the registered owner (Garder 1990; Van Teeseling 2017).
As discussed later in sections 2.4 & 6.2, throughout this period of uncertainty shack
owners began to become frugal with repairs as they did not want to invest in a shack
that could be demolished. The "Conditions of Occupancy" also introduced building
standards beyond the original regulation. These conditions included keeping the shack
and its area "clean and tidy" (Garder 1990, p. 6). Under the threat of having their
“Permissive Occupancy” terminated, most shack owners eventually signed off on the
new conditions despite generally disagreeing with the terms (Van Teeseling 2017).
Despite the established practice of passing shacks on within families or the
communities, shacks were removed as the registered owners died (Garder 1990; Van
Teeseling 2017).
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Pre-Invasion: The Era Lands are a part of the Dharawal peoples
land. Proir occupation and use is evidenced by sites such as
North Era's Midden.

Early 1900s shacks are built, rent is paid to pastoralists.In 1950
the Era Lands are resumed into the National Park.

Early 1953 - shack owners become 'legalised occupants',
permissive occupancies are issued, no new shacks are
permitted. Shack community considered the owners of shacks.
Shack sales and transfers are permitted. Rent is paid to the
National Park Trust

1964 rent is raised, "Conditions of Occupancy" are introduced.
Shacks are demolished upon the death of the registered owner.
Increased regulation of shack appearance.

Box 1 Shack history timeline to early 1960s
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Figure 8 Auction notice of the Era Lands (RNP CCPL 2019)
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2.5

Change in Management

By the 1950s appreciation of Australian national parks’ ecological importance was
growing (Hall 1992, p. 120). With the rise of the environmental movement,
bushwalking was no longer about people seeking 'inexpensive pastimes' or 'escaping a
depressed economy’, it became focussed on conservation of flora and fauna (Robin
2013, p. 6). As the 'National Parks Idea' and wilderness preservation became
increasingly popular internationally, there was a development in national park
management throughout the 1960s (Hall 1992). Prior to the 1970s there was no
centralised management of National Parks. Management was in the hands of various
trusts and similar organisations and ‘was usually leaving nature to its own devices and
providing facilities for tourists’ (Hall 1992, p. 120). Until 1967, the National Park Trust
administered the shacks and the RNP (Robin 2012). In 1967, the National Parks and
Wildlife Act was passed and, as a result, the newly created National Parks and Wildlife
Service (NPWS) assumed control of national parks in NSW. The primary aim of the
NPWS was conservation and the return of national parks to their natural states. This
philosophy was closely modelled from the American Yellowstone National Park
system, also known as "fortress conservation" (Robin 2013).
The ‘National Parks’ Idea reframed notions of nature, wilderness, conservation and
biodiversity. This view of National Parks was expressed by then Minister of Lands
(Tom Lewis) as early as 1960 who stated, ‘national parks are spacious land areas
essentially of primitive wilderness character’ (Hall 1992, p. 125; cites NSW
Parliamentary Debates 1966, p. 3049). During this time, ideas of ecology or wilderness
were positioned as above the importance of recreation, national parks were considered
‘unimpaired by humankind’ (Hall 1992, p. 230). The ‘National Parks Idea’ focused on
'the sheer extent and wilderness of the country', it excluded human influence and;
reaffirmed scientific managers as 'experts' whose science concentrated on biological
diversity (Robin 2013, p. 4). This mindset, of nature free from people, caused a
dissonance between management of national parks and their heritage sites (Byrne,
Brayshaw, and Ireland 2001). Chuck Wilder, a visiting American National Parks
consultant, explicitly expressed this view in 1968 when discussing the shack
communities;
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"We'll take a bulldozer from Garie over those first two headlands and round the
creek, and what isn't carried away we'll bury"
(Garder 1990, p. 6; cites Sunday Telegraph)

When valuing wilderness, it is difficult to view heritage as being about, ‘people,
communities and the values they give to heritage places’ (Byrne, Brayshaw & Ireland
2001, p. 55). Within this philosophical environment, the reinforcement of natural
values occurred through the removal of cultural places and uses from various national
parks - buildings in particular (OEH 2019). Within the RNP buildings which had
recreational uses, such as fishermen’s shacks, and the Allambie Guest House at Audley
were removed (OEH 2019). The new management philosophy led to further significant
changes to shack management. The passing of the National Parks and Wildlife Act
(1967) resulted in the shacks falling under the direct control of the Minister for Lands
(Van Teeseling 2017). Whereas previously they had been controlled by the Trustees of
the National Park Trust (Van Teeseling 2017). Non-compliance with the new terms
would result in immediate removal of the shacks (Garder 1990; Van Teeseling 2017).

2.6

From Demolition to Heritage Listing

In this changing political environment, more than 50 shacks were removed between
1967 and 1990 (Van Teeseling 2017, p. 148-149; RNP CCPL). As registered owners
passed away, or as owners breached the conditions of occupancy, shacks fell into
disrepair from neglect - possibly due to rising rents and increasing regulation of
maintenance practices. To prevent this, it was common for family members or friends to
continue to pay rent for a shack owner who was too elderly to make the trip down the
escarpment, or who had passed away. Such de facto relationships did prevent
demolition in some cases (Van Teeseling 2017; Garder 1990). From around 1988, the
PL began exploring legal grounds to end the removal of shacks (Van Teeseling 2017).
The shack communities started discussing the idea of ‘heritage’. The Bulgo community
history deviates here, as they did not pursue heritage recognition (Van Teeseling 2017;
OEH 2019). In 1990 a member of the (Era) community who is a heritage valuer
completed a heritage study of the Era shacks (Garder 1990). This heritage study resulted
in a moratorium on demolition (in 1990) for all shacks (OEH 2019). In 1993-1994 the
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NPWS also began to shift its position. NPWS prepared three internal reports on the
future of the shacks and the feasibility of shack removal which contradicted one another
(Van Teeseling 2017, pp. 151 – 152; Ashley 1994). Notably, the Draft Royal National
Park Cabins Conservation Plan (RNPCCP) (Ashley 1994) was favourably disposed
towards the heritage significance of the shacks. The DCCP characterised the shacks as
'rare', 'unique' and of ‘primarily cultural significance' (Ashley 1994). The shacks were
noted as historically significant, and their vernacular construction was understood as an
important part of Australia's architecture (Ashley 1994). The shacks and their
communities were 'a symbol of making-do and self-reliance' and demonstrated the 'nonconformist aspects of Australian social history' (Ashley 1994, p. 20).

Figure 9 Bush shack
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Figure 10 Beach shack - the materials (aluminium and iron) reflect challenges of this
coastal orientation

Figure 11 Beer bottle retaining wall - an example of making do with materials
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In 1993, Era and Burning Palms shacks were classified as a ‘Cultural Landscape’
featuring ‘a now rare example of “depression-architecture” style community’ by the
National Trust of (NSW) (Van Teeseling 2017, p.150). In 1994 the Australian Heritage
Commission (AHC) placed the shacks and communities of Era, and Little Garie, on the
Register of the National Estate (Van Teeseling 2017, p. 150; OEH 2019). The AHC
commissioners were appreciative of the attributes of the shacks and communities stating
is was a ‘valuable cultural landscape’ (Van Teeseling 2017, pp. 150-151). By 1995, all
three communities were placed on the Wollongong City Heritage Development Control
Plan 42 as heritage items of local significance (Van Teeseling 2017; WLEP 2009; OEH
2019). The 1993 - 1994 classifications and listings represented a significant shift in the
perception of the shack communities, and this meant they were nominated for
recognition under the 1977 Heritage Act (NSW) (OEH 2019).
However, by 2000, uncertainty of the future of shacks re-emerged. Shack owners were
notified that the licenses signed in the late 1960s were to be terminated, and the NPWS
and Minister of Lands attempted to introduce a new licensing scheme. In a letter from
the Director General of the NPWS, the Protection League was told that despite the
shacks having considerable historical value;
'the areas where the cabins are located also have high nature conservation values
and environmental degradation caused by cabin occupancy is compromising
natural heritage values of these areas' (Van Teeseling 2017, p. 155).
The 2000 Plan of Management (PoM) also confirmed that the moratorium of demolition
'now ceases', conceding that 'the Service will seek to retain a substantial number of
cabins [shacks] along the coast through licensing with stringent conditions which ensure
that their cultural heritage values are retained' (NSW NPWS 2000, p. 33). The PoM
stated that while 'the significance of historic buildings will be retained, uses impacting
substantially on the cultural values of the places will be modified or removed' (NSW
NPWS 2000, p. 35). The PoM also made the distinction of only offering new licenses to
'bona fide' license holders only, and NPWS indicated that it may manage shacks for
short term public use, 'for which there is no bona fide licence' (NSW NPWS 2000, p.
36). This meant new licenses would only be issued to the name of the person on the
current license. This new management plan left those who were paying the rent on
behalf of shack owners who had passed away in a precarious position.
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In response, in 2001 the Protection League sought to renegotiate the new licensing
agreements. The NPWS, however claimed to own the shacks. The matter of shack
ownership was brought before the Land and Environment Court in 2005, and the matter
was settled in mediation. Thus, the shack owners are now officially referred to as 'the
claimed owners of the shacks' and the matter has never been tested under the law (Van
Teeseling 2017). The mediation agreement stipulated that NPWS and shack owners
should jointly apply for the communities to be listed on the State Heritage Register
(SHR). Subsequently, the shack communities were listed on the SHR in 2012. The
Bulgo community was not party to this legal action and chose not to be listed on the
SHR. The current license arrangement with NPWS expires in 2026. Under the current
licenses, the shack owners must maintain condition standards, which incorporate both
building and maintenance conditions. To manage this NPWS prepares periodic audit
reports, wherein NPWS staff and consultants compare photo composites over four-year
periods. The audit is to ensure shack owners are complying with license terms and
conditions, such as maintaining the shack and not building without prior approval. Any
breach of such conditions results in the termination of the license.

1967 NPWS is created, rent is paid to NPWS, shacks fall under
the control of the Minister for Lands. Demolition policy
continues
1964-1994 more than 50 shacks demolished. 1990 moratorium
on demolition is announced. 1993 shacks heritage listed by the
National Trust.
2000 POM annouces moratorium now ceases. License renewals
only offered to 'bona fide' license holders
2001 shack communities reject this license scheme proposal.
NPWS claim to own shacks. Shack communities seek legal
action
2005 a court mediated agreement is reached. Shack owners
referred to as "claimed owners", this has not been tested in
court
Box 2 Shack history timeline from late 1960s
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Figure 12 SHR listing gazettal notice (RNP CCPL 2019)
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2.7

Shacks’ Significance: State Heritage Register criteria

The Era Lands shacks (including Era, Little Garie & Burning Palms) - were found to be
of state heritage significance as they are 'the largest and most intact groups of
vernacular coastal weekender cabins remaining in NSW', and have no direct comparison
in NSW, in terms of scale and setting (OEH 2019). The shacks were found to meet all
criteria for SHR listing (OEH 2019; see appendix G):



Historical Significance (SHR criteria a): As shacks demonstrate patterns of
NSW’s cultural history and ‘key phases in the history of the RNP’ (OEH 2019).

For example, they are a ‘rare example of a distinctive way of life, associated with
recreation and embracing Sydney's bush hinterland, which was once common in the
early twentieth century’ (OEH 2019).



Associative Significance (SHR criteria b): Due to the shacks’ connections to
both Sydney and the Illawarra region that date back to the 1920s (OEH 2019).

The Burgh Hill area of Era has extensive ties to Helensburgh and mining, ‘reflecting
important social and workplace reforms’ (OEH 2019). Many Sydney based artists such
as Max Dupain and Margret Olley spent time within the shack communities, producing
works which are inspired by or reference them.



Aesthetic Significance (SHR criteria c): Shack construction was found to
demonstrate creative achievement, in large part due to the lack of road access,
necessitating that all materials were carried to the location by hand (OEH 2019).

This criterion is significant for the scope of this thesis as it acknowledges the changing
materiality of the shacks. The shacks reflect distinctively individualised aesthetic and
design choices, which incorporate the use of local and recycled materials. They remain
as a rare example of 'community, building group and cultural landscape developing in
the absence of amenities, regulated planning, building codes and vehicular access'
(Brooks et al. 2005, p. 96).
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Social Significance (SHR criteria d): Shack communities were found to
significant due to the breadth of associations across a broad regional area (OEH
2019).

Such bonds and sense of identity are reflected within each shack community and the
shack lifestyle generally; their values, a strong sense of place in the landscape.



Research Potential (SHR criteria e): Shacks provide information that will assist
the understanding of the historic, aesthetic, and social values of shacks and their
communities (OEH 2019).

Shack use of kerosene lamps and fridges, water and power systems, can yield
information about early twentieth century technology and the changes since.



Rarity (SHR criteria f): The Era Land shacks are an example ‘of a recreation
lifestyle which is becoming uncommon within Australia and rare in NSW’
(OEH 2019).



Representativeness (SHR criteria g): The Era Lands shacks are representative of
the principal characteristics of early-twentieth century vernacular recreational
building on pastoral land (OEH 2019).

Other examples of such building within South Sydney and the Illawarra are no longer
existing and most (aside from Bulgo) examples in NSW have also been removed. The
shacks and their communities continue to be significant as their use and associations
have endured over 60 years.

2.8

Maintenance & Auditing

Due to their vernacular construction, a shack is constantly undergoing maintenance and
evolving. This process is acknowledged by the heritage listing and recognised as further
enhancing the shacks 'eclectic character' (OEH 2019). As a shack’s construction is
inextricably linked with the surrounding landscape, a shack’s position affects the form
and fabric (materials) of that shack. The nature of the landscape and its qualities
produce a rationale for the use and influence of form and materials. For example,
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doorways and windows are positioned according to the wind direction. Materials
washed up on the beach from passing container ships, such as wooden packing pallets,
were salvaged and used within shacks. This continues today with plastic items or
driftwood being used as maintenance materials. Much like during their original
construction the environment and location of the shacks restrict maintenance. As a
result, a culture of making-do underpins shack maintenance.
While practical considerations are made in fabric choices, light and durable materials
have always been preferred due to having to be carried in on foot, with economic
capacity and building experience of the owners also acting as limiting factors. As
economic conditions from the Great Depression improved shack owners could upgrade
their materials and in turn make their tents more permanent shacks. Bark and hessian
sacks were slowly replaced with sheets of tin and weatherboard (Figures 6, 7, & 10).
Aside from site accessibility, the issues of tenure and management have also influenced
the size, form, and fabric of shacks. The constraints of shack maintenance meant that
the availability of materials was limited at times, especially within the contexts of the
Great Depression and post-war periods. In general, but particularly at such times,
construction was influenced by what was obtainable rather than ideal. While these early
materials were cheap and convenient, this poses a problem for maintenance as they are
not necessarily long lasting. Additionally, heritage guidelines and regulations (for
example the Burra Charter, Brooks et al. 2005, RNP PoM) call to ‘best match existing’
materials when maintaining shacks. This creates a pressure to source materials which
may now be obsolete, and to retain less than ideal materials.
Under the 2006 license shacks are audited periodically, usually this occurs over four
year periods. The audit is conducted to monitor standards of shacks’ conditions,
maintenance and basic health and safety requirements under the 2006 license (OEH
2003). The audit undertaken by NPWS staff and consultants such as architects.
In the earlier years, shacks did change form to accommodate growing families, rooms
were added or rearranged. Today however licensing conditions prevent this. As
discussed, isolation and contested tenure has resulted in small sizes and simple forms;
this is also evident in contemporary use. The preference for cheap, second-hand, and
found materials is reflected in retaining walls constructed of beer bottles or self-made
bricks. This practice continues today with shack owners opting for economical
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materials; those that are efficient but affordable, such as recycled iron for roofing (see
sections 2.8 & 6.3). But contemporary making do, innovative use, and adaptation is not
limited to building materials. Over time the same motivations have led to low tech
innovation and the adoption of new technology such as solar systems. These
innovations result in less dependence upon resources which must be carried in. In many
ways, these innovations are also community efforts - installation and use of new
technology is often learnt together with skills freely shared.
Shack owners credit their strong sense of community to the isolated location. They were
limited in their knowledge and experiences of shack building, and therefore shack
construction became a family or community event. Labour, resources and knowledge
were freely shared across the communities, but shack building and maintenance is
learned by doing (Van Teeseling 2017). Working bees and community efforts such as
carrying in materials are still a common occurrence today. For the shack owners, a
sense of place within the landscape is embodied through the processes of shack
construction and maintenance. Shack maintenance is continual due to their exposed
coastal location; shack materials undergo constant accelerated decay. As shacks require
constant maintenance, this ongoing process embodies a distinct identity within the
landscape and the fabric of shacks. Thus, shacks become repositories for memories.
Methods of maintenance are dependent upon the same cultural processes as when the
shacks were originally constructed; community assistance, making do, and innovation.
This idea of connection, arising from processes of doing and engagement, is evident
within the wider body of heritage literature (Byrne, Brayshaw and Ireland 2001;
Harrison 2010; Harvey 2013; Su 2018; Jones and Selwood 2012; Prinsen 2013; Taksa
2005; Tolia-Kelly 2013). Therefore, shacks have become the nexus between the past
and present, and the materials and processes which maintain them continue to evolve
their social and cultural significance.
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2.9

Conclusion

This chapter has contextualised the history of shack locations in the RNP. Background
accounts of land use explain and inform the ongoing interaction of people and shacks,
including current maintenance attitudes and practices. Changes in shack use and
maintenance processes are set within the context of changing RNP management
agencies and policies. The social and cultural significance of shacks is explained by
these continual processes (i.e. maintenance), and such processes are part of the SHR
listing and are recognised as being of significance in wider heritage literature, practice,
and thinking.
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3

Literature Review
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3.1

Introduction

This chapter locates the thesis project within relevant heritage research while drawing
upon materiality and management approaches. The chapter identifies the key themes
and approaches used to study heritage in a contemporary setting. The chapter aims to
contextualise the traditional ‘Authorised Heritage Discourse’ (Smith 2015; Pendlebury
2015), and responses to this such as the discussion of ‘Intangible Cultural Heritage’
(Smith 2015; Su 2018; Dicks 2015; Ahmad 2006). Secondly, the chapter sets out a
conceptual framework for this thesis, bringing together heritage theory, material culture
studies, and management approaches. This framework is attentive to performative
approaches of heritage (see Roberston 2012), which reveal the inaccessible (or unseen)
forms of social and cultural values onto space. This perspective acknowledges
materiality as crucial to understanding practices that contribute to cultural heritage. The
conclusion justifies the research by highlighting a knowledge gap between performative
heritage and how it is managed within settings such as a national park.

3.2

Heritage debates

A review of existing literature within geography and heritage disciplines revealed a
range of threads analysing heritage discourses, policy frameworks and material culture
studies. Discussions of heritage have evolved, reflecting the ‘postmodern turn’ in
academia, and scepticism towards assumptions in heritage thinking and practice have
arisen (Harvey 2013). This critical approach has resulted in an interrogation of key
organisational categories such as; ‘nature and culture’ and ‘the past and present’
(Harvey 2013). Much of the dialogue in recent decades has focused on extending the
theory and practice of heritage beyond fixed dichotomies such as natural/cultural,
tangible/intangible (Smith 2015). Recent heritage scholars have been problematising the
aspirations of past authors to fix, preserve, and stabilise heritage within categories of
‘past and present’, ‘tangible and intangible’ and ‘built and cultural’ (Harvey 2013).
While some authors claim that dichotomous thinking of heritage has caused tensions in
management (Smith 2015; Dicks 2015; Su 2018; Ahmad 2006). Recently authors have
argued that ‘categories’ are unhelpful within heritage theory, arguing that ‘all heritage is
intangible’ (Smith 2015, p. 134).
Contemporary discussions frame heritage as a dynamic process, and ‘becoming’ –
meaning as existing in a state of ‘constant construction, deconstruction and
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reconstruction’ (Harvey 2013, cites Kelly and Norman 2007, p. 173). When framed as
processual, heritage tensions are complex, they are no longer a code to be broken but
become instances, events, and practices that are performed (Waterton 2013). In this vein
scholars have turned to non-representational theory (see Thrift 2003; Thrift 1999;
Anderson and Harrison 2010), emphasising embodied interactions between humans and
material surroundings, to explain moments of belonging and identity within heritage
(Waterton 2013). Despite a fixation on the material, fabric, and artefacts being a major
criticism of heritage studies thus far, a turn towards materiality (material culture studies
specifically) can seek to explain tensions in contemporary heritage practice. This
chapter draws upon bodily encounters with materials, albeit ‘mundane’ encounters, to
explain how notions of identity are instilled through acts of being and doing (Roberston
2012; Waterton 2013; Carr 2017, Gibson & Farbotko 2018; Carr & Gibson 2016).
Rather than reifying dualities, this chapter reviews the terrain between these transdisciplinary subjects to assess their consequences and opportunities.

3.2.1 The Authorised Heritage Discourse (AHD)
The Authroised Heritage Discourse (AHD) is a characterisation of those approaches to
heritage that have been critiqued as being overly focussed on materials and artefacts. It
emerged from nineteenth-century European architecture and archaeology, which
privilege material artefacts and defines heritage as 'non-renewable and fragile' (Smith
2005, p. 135). AHD has been criticised as self-referencing discourse, which ‘privileges
monumentality… site significance tied to time depth… expert judgement, social
consensus and nation building’ (Pendlebury 2015, p. 431, cites Smith 2006). Within the
AHD framework heritage is 'found' and cared for, in order that future generations may
inherit it (Smith 2015). Within this framework, heritage manifests as artefacts ‘found’
by experts, which are fragile and in need of preservation. Heritage management is
consigned to the ‘experts’ (archaeologists, historians, and architects), who are deemed
‘as custodians of the human past’ (Smith 2015, p. 135). They become the stewards of
the way heritage value is communicated and understood by ‘non-expert communities’
(Smith 2015, p. 135). Such a construction of heritage removes authority from practice,
or bodily encounters, favouring materials or fabric above performances (Smith 2015;
Warterton 2013; Harvey 2013). In the scope of AHD, ‘non-expert communities’ without
authority, aren’t consulted to contextualise heritage value; the criteria applied is
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predetermined by experts (Smith 2015; Harrison 2010). Experts also assess heritage
forms as artefacts that demonstrate values that will relate to a shared or common sense
of identity (Smith 2015). Subsequently, an unchallenged application of the AHD can
result in heritage management being ‘complicit in the processes of exclusion’ (Harvey
2013).

AHD has been referred to as ‘elite cultural policy’ that has created a hegemonic
“consensus” in conservation philosophy and its expressions in practice (Pendlebury
2015, p. 430). Within AHD, heritage is articulated in connection with wider identities,
usually national, in which heritage value and significance is asserted in relation to a
wider polity (Smith 2015). It has ‘become powerful in shaping ideas of what the
conservation-planning system should seek to protect' and what is considered permissible
conservation (Pendlebury 2015, p. 431). When observing these outcomes of the AHD,
the political nature of heritage is revealed. Recognising 'different community groups,
with different histories, needs, aspirations and identities' obscures the AHD, as this
recognition enables the observation of diverse forms of heritage - in both symbolic and
material forms (Smith 2015, p. 139). In this sense heritage becomes a political resource
as it represents a claim for recognition, and such claims will have material
consequences within our world (Smith 2015). In embodying authoritative claims as to
what counts as heritage, AHD can thus function as an approach to heritage thinking and
practice that can act ‘close down other possible heritages’ and marginalise associated
groups (Pendlebury 2015, p. 431). In heritage practice this has for example marginalised
the recognition and role of groups such as Indigenous Australians, workers and women
(Pendlebury 2015; Smith 2006; 2015; Taksa 2005). With a focus on the perspectives of
shack owners, this thesis juxtaposes these diverse perspectives with the arguably
artefactual and visual management approach of the NPWS; as evident within its shack
audit.

3.2.2 Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH)
In contrast to this perspective, over the last two decades, heritage discourse and theory
evolved beyond this focus on tangible and ‘given’ heritage (within the AHD) to
encompassing intangible heritage (critiques of AHD) (Su 2018; Ahmad 2006; Dicks
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2015 and Smith 2015). Intangible heritage has been positioned as a challenge to
traditional top-down understandings, such as the AHD (Smith 2015). However, while
the scope of heritage has been broadened significantly, arguments regarding the
terminology of heritage remain, as ‘no uniformity exists’ (Ahmad 2006, p. 299).
Heritage authors have posed intangible manifestations of heritage as processes, which
produce cultures, “cultures are not simply an accumulation of things and people but are
better understood in terms of a series of processes” (Harrison 2010, p. 243). These
processes can be understood as a form of ‘work’, which acknowledges shared values,
and emphasising connections within communities thus producing a locality - the local
(Harrison 2010; Appadurai 1996). However, the local ‘is not inherent’, societies must
do cultural work to create the local and make it feel real (Harrison 2010, p. 243). It is
within this cultural work that heritage can be understood as a material process rather
than simply static material. When perceived as process the connections to people,
place, and, as in this thesis, buildings can also be seen.
Following Smith (2015) and other heritage scholars, the terms 'intangible heritage' and
'intangible cultural heritage' (hereafter ICH) are used interchangeably in this thesis such
when referring to significance as beyond the material and relating to social practices (Su
2018; Ahamd 2006; and Dicks 2015). This literature review focuses on concepts of
intangible heritage and the gaps within ‘conservation’ application, drawing upon critical
heritage theory to illustrate the enduring influence of a material approach to heritage
forms. This chapter will explore how this material approach manifests in a context like
the RNP shack communities, in which, shack materials are not divorced from past and
present social relations and ongoing maintenance practices.

3.3

Baselines in conservation: ‘fixing’ landscapes

Recent scholars have argued that there remains a dissonance between ICH in discourse
and application (Smith 2015; Su 2018; Dicks 2015). They claim this relates to a
remnant, but still influential, authority in heritage thinking and practice held by the
AHD perspective. This dissonance results in an emphasis on heritage management to
‘fix’ material in time, and through preservation, heritage fabric as viewed as ‘static’
(Smith 2015; Su 2018). Discussions of vernacular heritage have centred on this tension,
arguments of ‘object fetishism’ claim the overarching concern for ‘tangible’ remains is
at the expense of their ‘intangible’ social and cultural associations (Taksa 2005).
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‘Object fetishism’ is the severing of human identities, experiences, and memories, from
their tangible remains being heralded as heritage (Taksa 2005). For shack owners,
material matters, but material is not important as an object, material is what connects
owners with embodied processes of maintenance and provides opportunities to learn
from and teach others. Management approaches attempted to break away from ‘fabric
heavy’ accounts, towards an analysis of the ‘intangible and relational’ (Harvey 2013).
This conflict of viewing phenomena as static, and unchanging, is something that has
played out widely across both heritage and wilderness conservation movements with
consequences in national parks (Griffiths 1991; Taylor & Lennon 2011; Robin 2013;
Russell & Jambrecina 2002; Byrne, Brayshaw & Ireland 2001).
The wilderness conservation movement has been largely based in a philosophy that
views people as separate from nature (Griffiths 1991) and has been influential as a basis
for the global national parks movement (Griffiths 1991; Taylor & Lennon 2011; Robin
2013; Hall 1992; Russell & Jamrecina 2002). Within the Australian context, wilderness
conservation shifted management perceptions, from earlier notions of nature as leisure
space, toward North American ideals of ‘restoring nature’ (Griffiths 1991, p. 24; Hall
1992; Taylor & Lennon 2011). Within this management approach nature and wilderness
was ‘restored’ by removing ‘incursions’ and ‘distractions’, like buildings or practices, to
produce a nature devoid of people (Griffiths 1991, p. 20; Byrne, Brayshaw & Ireland
2001). The philosophy of restoring an ‘ideal time’ or baseline is paralleled within
heritage management (Griffiths 1991, p. 22). The notion of an ‘ideal time’ repositions
what is desirable within conservation, informing what is worth saving. Yet recent
heritage thinking and management urges ‘the contributions of all periods to the place
must be respected’ (Griffiths 1991, pp. 22-23).
However, it is difficult for management documents to acknowledge that time,
landscapes or material are processual. Within heritage contexts, the value of sites has
historically been determined by the ‘authenticity’ of building material, and principles of
‘minimum intervention’ as stated by the Venice Charter (Logan 2004, p. 5). This is
paralleled within national park management wherein evidence that conflicted with the
‘wilderness ideal’ was removed (Griffiths 199; Russell & Jambrecina 2002; Byrne,
Brayshaw & Ireland 2001). Yet more recently, the validity of such approaches has come
under question (Russell & Jambrecina 2002; Su 2018; Smith 2006; 2015; Truscott &
Young 2000; Walker 2014; Taksa 2005; Vergunst et al. 2017). The Venice Character
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has been critiqued within countries where building materials such as timber suffer decay
from the elements and climate, and where extensive restoration or rebuilding is required
at times (Logan 2004, p. 5). Responses to the Venice Charter have included ‘cyclic
restoration’ as appropriate, as maintaining the use of certain buildings is ‘more
important than the fabric itself’ (Logan 2004, p. 5). Cyclic restoration acknowledges
that the skills keeping the buildings in good use are the primary consideration and
warrant value in their own right (Logan 2004). The turn towards process is also
reflected within national park settings, with the development of ‘cultural landscapes’
(see 4.4).
Yet the ‘fixed’ categories, created by dualistic thinking, ‘nature and culture’, ‘past and
present’, and ‘tangible and intangible’ have not made modern heritage management
easy. Within Australian national park settings dualistic thinking has also resulted in the
siloing of management, setting up tensions and inconsistencies within agencies charged
with managing nature and heritage. For example, in one earlier environment agency
structure in NSW, nature was managed by the NPWS and culture was managed by the
heritage division (Byrne, Brayshaw & Ireland 2001). Byrne, Brayshaw and Ireland
(2001, p. 55) argue ‘the Service’s [NPWS] cultural heritage staff often struggle to
convince other staff that the natural landscapes are also cultural landscape’ in that, ‘they
have a human land use history’. Such siloing is evident in the management approaches
of shacks within the RNP, where the early influence of the national parks management
led to shack demolition and focused on restoring nature (see section 2.5). Today,
temporal baselines continue to be central to the NPWS approach to shack management
(see section 6.4).

3.4

Towards cultural landscapes: memory and practice

Culture can be seen as the ability to adapt to new circumstances, interpret history and
invent new practices (Byrne, Brayshaw, & Irlenad 2001, p. 61). When the ability of
culture to reinvent itself is recognised, appreciation of ‘inner-relationships’ between
people, events, and places are revealed (Taylor & Lennon 2011, p. 538). A dynamic
understanding of culture explains how ‘inner-relationships’ are associated with both the
intangible and tangible values of heritage (Taylor & Lennon 2011, p. 538). Such ‘innerrelationships’ between shack communities, materials, skills and knowledge become the
bridge between tangible and the intangible. Fundamental in this understanding of
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culture are notions of identity and community, private and public memories, creating a
sense of place – or cultural landscape (Taylor & Lennon 2011, p. 538). Therefore,
cultural landscapes can be thought of as the interface ‘between nature and culture,
tangible and intangible heritage, biological and cultural diversity’ they illustrate a
network of relationships - the essence of peoples’ identities (Taylor & Lennon 2011, p.
540). Cultural landscape is made by communities and simultaneously create
communities (Byrne, Brayshaw & Ireland 2001). The shacks within the RNP illustrate
the associations with place and land use, they are evidence of the diverse history of the
RNP and its cultural landscape.
Memory is framed as a powerful tool of performance, for both landscapes and heritage
(Dicks 2015). Memory and the act of remembering contribute to the discourse and
framing of landscape and heritage (Tolia-Kelly 2013; Dicks 2015; Prinsen 2013).
Scholars have drawn upon ideas of 'popular memory', noting its existence is denied "so
people are not shown what they were, but what they must remember having been"
(Dicks 2015, p. 370, cites Foucault 1975, p. 25). When observing the everyday
memories of people as valid in their own right, without the distortion of place
philosophy; wilderness or authenticity, diverse understandings ‘from below’ are
produced (Dicks 2015; Roberston 2015). Among communities this shared
understanding is rehearsed as part of the “collective memory” (Harrison 2010, p. 243).
Collective memories can serve as archives for subversive heritage discourses (Dicks
2015). Though some scholars argue such memories only remain intact as long as the
group continues to interact and will eventually 'fade and break up'; becoming lost
entirely (Dicks 2015 p. 373; cites Halbwachs 1980, pp. 78-79; Carr 2017). Changes in
landscapes can give rise to ‘profound feelings of dislocation' as the material and
meanings of previous generations disappear (Dicks 2015, p. 373). In effect, strong
desires to preserve their (previous generations’) 'ordinary' or vernacular objects and
landscapes arise (Dicks 2015). These experiences create ‘emotional registers’ informed
by memories (Tolia-Kelly 2013, p. 324). However, memory is fluid in its meanings and
memory experiences occur at varying scales (Tolia-Kelly 2013, p. 325). When
considering landscape as ‘cultural’, the spaces and materials within and around them
‘link the tangible with the intangible’ (Prinsen 2013, p. 79). Significant emotional
connections and psychological attachments are entwined with the material fabric and
landscapes of places (Prinsen 2013).
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The intermeshing of landscape, practice, and materials has been described as a
‘taskscape’, wherein the landscape and its tasks become entangled (Robertson &
Webster 2017). Within the ‘taskscape’ materials and practice can shape memories;
creating mnemonics (Robertson & Webster 2017). Shack maintenance generates a
‘taskscape’ as it is conducted in reference to memory and simultaneously creates
memories. Shack materials and the RNP landscape are not objects, shack owners view
them as processes and problem-solving opportunities, which warrant skills and know
how. In this vein, materials can also be considered as process; or more than static
objects. Observing materials’ culture acknowledges things as being more than static
objects, they can be vessels for relationships and meaning that warrant understanding
(Hicks and Beaudry 2010; Carr & Gibson 2015; Carr, Gibson & Farbotko 2018).
Material culture also allows “other-than-human agencies to participate in the telling of
stories about particular places” (DeSilvey 2006, p. 318). These things (materials)
generate social effects through their use and preservation, but also in their cessation and
destruction, DeSilvey contends ‘the death of the object allows for’ the continuation of
other processes (2006, p. 324). When considering material as processual, ambiguity can
generate knowledge (DeSilvey 2006; Edensor 2012). To reify heritage as only material
(or artefacts) has been argued as ignoring ‘more complex notions of identity as a
mutable and living process’ (DeSilvey 2006, p. 324; Carr & Gibson 2015; Carr 2017).
While the changing materiality of a site/artefact/building can also be considered
‘heritage’, in that, it produces historical registers of material (Edensor 2012; Carr,
Gibson & Farbotko 2018).

3.5

Conceptual Framework: positioning the project

Landscapes can be both open and closed spaces – they are inclusive and exclusive
(Brown 2007). Participation in certain spaces has been conceptualised as ‘power’, and it
must be interrogated to decolonise existing authority structures (Giblin 2015). I adopt a
non-representational framework investigate how participation occurs within shack
maintenance and the RNP landscape. As heritage can be employed to naturalise
histories into a hegemonic narrative or philosophies, investigating how the thesis
subject occurs within this process is essential. Although places and meanings do change
over time ‘with the transit of different lives across a landscape’, it is crucial to consider
the history of spaces like the RNP (Prinsen 2013, p. 80). The presence of groups within
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spaces are critiqued, such as in the example of people having a place in national parks.
In response to the critique of their presence within the RNP, shack owners’ turned to
heritage to legitimise their presence. But when speaking of ‘power’ it should be
considered that landscapes can be marginalising and negative too (Warterton 2013).
Within respect to shack owners, they have had the ‘power’ to engage with heritage and
obtain a tangible outcome (stopping shack demolition), not all groups possess this
power. A non-representational framework allows for multiple meanings within
landscapes (Waterton 2013). Actions are viewed as meaning-making, and interactions
with other people and the world surrounding us create diverse interpretations of life. As
Brown argues, privilege is a large influence over management approaches (2007, p. 35).
Taking this into consideration, it is important to remember not all heritage from below
has privilege enough to fracture the AHD. Shack owners and their maintenance
practices were once not welcome within the landscape and management of the RNP.
Likewise, shacks have reshaped the connotations of a landscape which has an extensive
history of politics and management, and are themselves a part of the politics of the
landscape. Within this thesis framework multiple meanings of shack owners and NPWS
management approaches are considered.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter has brought together discussions of heritage, temporality, materials and
embodied memories within landscapes. Previously, heritage theory and practice were
criticised for their focus on preserving material; viewing it as unchanging or static. The
Authorised Heritage Discourse has separated embodied actions from landscapes (and its
material). Intangible Cultural Heritage has presented heritage as process, which
involves bodily interaction, materials, skills, and know how. ICH positions acts of doing
or processes as the transmittance of heritage, as opposed to material being separate
entities of heritage. Material culture studies position materials as ‘lively’ and justifying
understanding within their own right. Yet it is argued that the AHD still influences
management of heritage sites. This AHD influence is evident within the NPWS shack
audit and its focus on material appearance. Hence it is unhelpful to regard the materials
and practices of heritage as separate. Within a non-representational framework the
multiple meanings of shack maintenance practices for shack owners, and NPWS
management applications, can be examined.
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4

Methodology
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4.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines and evaluates the research methodology used to explore shack
owners’ maintenance practices and their significance. The researcher’s positionality and
ethical considerations are summarised. Recruitment and elicitation strategies are also
discussed. This chapter also includes an explanation of how a non-representational
methodology was created; using a semi-structured interview schedule and walking
interviews. The chapter concludes by demonstrating how this methodology attempted to
detangle the varying understandings of heritage, which are 'embodied within
[maintenance] practices' (Robertson 2012, p. 14).
As this thesis recognises heritage as an active process, it is interpreted within a nonrepresentational theory context. Non-representational theory acknowledges the fact that
the world is undergoing constant construction and accepts that our practices are always
embodied; ‘our identity is what we do’ (Robertson 2012, p. 14). Adopting a nonrepresentational approach provides insights which academic practices have previously
denied; it allows for illustration of a messier world than imagined (Thrift 2003). This
chapter will explain the practical challenges associated with developing a methodology
grounded in non-representational theory, and how these were mitigated when
addressing the aims of the thesis.

4.2

Procedural Ethics & Positionality

In this thesis project, ethical concerns were addressed utilising the ethical guidelines
provided by the University of Wollongong (UOW), and through employing critical
reflectivity. All research conducted at UOW must be approved by the Human Research
Ethics Committee (HREC) through a formal application. The ethics application for this
thesis submitted to UOW’s HREC identified potential concerns for participants and
outlined how the project design would address these ethical considerations. Given the
political nature of the shack communities’ history (see chapter 2), participants were
given the option of a pseudonym being used. Seven of the 12 participants elected for a
pseudonym. However, anonymity cannot be guaranteed by a pseudonym – especially
within a close-knit community (Dowling 2016). Therefore, to address confidentiality
concerns, a pseudonym was assigned to all participants. Informed consent was a
formalised process via a Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and consent form (see
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Appendix A). Approval from HREC was received on 23 October 2018 (Ethics number:
2018/427 – see Appendix B).

4.2.1 Positionality & Reflexivity
Recognising researcher positionality is essential in all forms of social and cultural
research. Researchers should reflect upon their own experiences and self and consider
how these can impact their position to the research (Mansvelt and Berg 2016). Class,
age, gender, sexuality, upbringing and nationality are all characteristics that can
influence the researchers’ positionality. As I am a member of the Era community, a
relationship exists between participants and myself as the researcher, and my own
heritage values were of significance within this project. In this thesis, a positionality
statement and field notes were used. Drawing on field notes, Box 3 illustrates how the
researcher initially positioned themselves in the project. A second reflective statement
following data collection is included in chapter 6 (Box 6).
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Initial thoughts… Don’t pre-empt your research
I must remain aware that my personal experiences, upbringing and cultural norms influence how I
think about and position this project. My grandfather built our family shack at Era beach in 1948.
My background within the Era shack community, as well as being a young Caucasian woman with
a tertiary education all influences the research project. Given this project examines notions of
heritage it is important that I consider my privilege; to conduct research in my community is an
opportunity that others may not be afforded.
While I have an extensive personal history at Era, I didn’t want this to affect the research project
adversely. My history with the research location helped gain participants and access insider
knowledge. The participants trusted me as a community member beyond being a researcher.
However, I didn’t want community expectations to guide the research either. This project aim isn’t
to necessarily provide solutions; it is about exploring perspectives.
When entering the community as a researcher, I had to leave my prior understandings or
expectations behind [or at least bracket these, as part of the process of entering in as a researcher].
The interviews I conducted became an opportunity to ask why my participants are saying these
things, and less about me as a community member possessing inherent knowledge. I must remain
mindful that I am assuming the position of a researcher in these instances. While I might have
known things as a community member, it was crucial to interrogate this within a research approach.
From these considerations, I was able to position myself as a researcher and reflect upon the
interviews in a new perspective. This decision of reflection as researcher grounded me for the
project and it was interesting to think about the participants’ responses in a new frame. Considering
my position to the research was also an important practice to prepare me for analysing the data.
Box 3 Positionality Statement

4.3

Recruitment

Twelve participants contributed to this study. This study is not representative of all
shack owners, however this was not the intention, as the focus is on the analysis of
meanings in specific contexts (Bradshaw and Stratford 2016). In this respect, it is
plausible that conducting in-depth interviews with the “right” people, despite smaller
samples, will produce significant research insights (Bradshaw and Stratford 2016, p.
123). The following section is divided into three parts detailing participant selection,
recruitment methods and participant attributes.
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4.3.1 Selection Criteria
Eligible participants were determined via criterion sampling of several attributes.
Participants had to be shack owners or occupiers within Little Garie, Era, or Burning
Palms beaches. Shack owners at Bulgo were not included, as this community has not
campaigned for heritage recognition. They also had to have some experience with shack
maintenance and be willing to be interviewed at their shack. There were no criteria
specifying length of shack occupation. However, in the initial stages of data collection it
became apparent that most participants had spent an extensive time (more than 40
years) at their shack. Early interviews with male and female couples suggested that
gender may play a role in influencing maintenance practices. I attempted to ensure that
interviewees included female shack owners who undertake shack maintenance.
Therefore, four participants were female, of which two were interviewed individually.
The thesis results are based on interviews with shack owners and it is important to note
that no attempt was made to include professional staff of the National Parks and
Wildlife Service (NPWS). This was considered but given time and other constraints of
the Honours project, I primarily focused on shack owner maintenance practices and did
not interview NPWS staff (see 4.6).

4.3.2 Methods of Recruitment
Participants were recruited through targeted and opportunistic sampling (Bradshaw and
Stratford 2016). The researcher aimed to target the entire population of shack owners
within Little Garie, Era and Burning Palms. A sample size of ten to 15 shack owner
interviews was deemed acceptable to address the project aims and achievable for the
Honours project timeframe. This sample size range is supported by research suggesting
that thematic discovery (codes) occurs within the first 12 interviews (Guest, Bunce and
Johnson 2006, pp. 73-74). Recruitment was via an email and social media campaign.
The RNP Coastal Cabins Protection League facilitated the email campaign, and I placed
social media postings in various shack owner and surf club groups. Both participant
advertisement documents are included as Appendix C. To assist with research
transparency, I posted the social media advertisements from my personal social media
account. This ensured that potential participants could view my name and photo.
Having the support of the RNP Coastal Cabins Protection League was beneficial and
tangibly contributed to recruitment. Initial contact between the researcher and potential
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participants was facilitated via email. An email address and phone number was provided
as a point of contact on both advertisement documents. Due to my insider status, on
occasion, other shack owners were happy to be interviewed during my field trips
(Dowling 2016). This opportunistic sampling aided data collection (Bradshaw and
Stratford 2016).

09/11/2018 - Recruitment Issues
“Went to the Burning Palms (BP) helicopter lift this morning to photograph George. For the
first time I felt like a bit of an outsider. BP people don’t know me as well and they were wary of
me taking photos. I told them about my project and some asked me not to photograph the load,
which I complied with. None seemed too interested about participating. The helicopter
company also had a photographer, who was instructed on what he was allowed to shoot. Goes
to show people are still worried that Parks will say they’re doing something wrong.”
Box 4 Notes from the field

Initially there was strong response to my email and social media posts. Many people
contacted me saying they were willing to help. However, after sending the PIS and
consent form some people failed to respond to requests for an interview. When
designing this project, it was assumed, (optimistically) that giving shack owners the
opportunity to showcase their shack and their maintenance would appeal to people. I
thought finding participants would be easier, but even as an “insider” I’ve struggled to
obtain the sample size. I stressed for those who chose to participate that it could be on a
confidential basis, and that photographs and transcripts will be sent for their approval
prior to publishing. Despite being mindful of this in the project design, the recruitment
issues show how the past political tensions surrounding the shacks still influence the
present (see Chapter 2). Shack owners are still wary that their license can be found in
breach and terminated; maintenance could potentially be a source of tension for this
reason.

4.3.3 Participant attributes
Through the sampling strategy I aimed to be inclusive of diversity in age, gender, and
shack location. I achieved this in some respects. Five participants were interviewed at
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Little Garie, five at Era and two at Burning Palms. The smaller sample of Burning
Palms reflects the community’s location, as this is the most remote of the three shack
communities. Nonetheless, men are overrepresented among interviewees, with eight
men and four women having been interviewed. As discussed in section 5.3.1, this is also
a reflection of the gendered nature of maintenance work. There is also a skew towards
older interviewees, although this may reflect the true demographic of shack owners.
Most participants were aged in their 60s; the eldest being in their 80s and the youngest
being 53 years old.
Participants are arranged into three cohorts representing heritage values according to
discourses reviewed (see Tables 1, 2 and 3); and analysis is conducted per this structure.
The first cohort exhibits values which my analysis found was consistent with the
Authorised Heritage Discourse (AHD). Participants in this cohort demonstrate heritage
values aligned with AHD; heritage is considered as artefacts, objects and sites to be
managed (Smith 2015; Pendlebury 2015; Harvey 2013; Giblin 2015). Participants
within this cohort referred to shack aesthetics and material as being of heritage value.
The second cohort exhibits values which my analysis found compatible with Intangible
Cultural Heritage (ICH). Heritage experiences for participants in this cohort were
inherently linked with ideas of the landscape and community (Su 2018; Dicks 2015;
Ahmad 2006; Harrison 2010; Smith 2015). Participants among this cohort reference
memories and events as being of heritage value. The third cohort’s heritage values are
classified as ‘undefined’, as they do not clearly prescribe to either heritage approach.
The three cohorts exhibit plural understandings of heritage which are integral to their
practices of shack maintenance.
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Participant

Age

Gender

Location

Pseudonym

Approx. time
at shack
(years)

Danika

70s

female

Era

66

Martha

60s

female

Burning Palms

62

George

60s

male

Burning Palms
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Gender

Location

Approx. time

Table 1 Exhibits AHD factors

Participant

Age

Pseudonym

at shack
(years)

Lucy

57

female

Little Garie

45

Pablo

53

male

Little Garie

45

Rex

80s

male

Little Garie

63

Patrick

85

male

Little Garie

68

Gender

Location

Approx. time

Table 2 Exhibits ICH factors

Participant

Age

Pseudonym

at shack
(years)

Phil

60s

male

Little Garie

28

Ruben

60s

male

Era

66

Jason

70s

male

Era

29

Jacinta

60s

female

Era

29

Alexander

70

male

Era

55

Table 3 Undefined factors
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4.4

Project Design and Rigour

Rigour must be considered from the outset of any research and underpin early research
design (Stratford and Bradshaw 2016). Baxter and Eyles (1997) consider a mixedmethods approach as one of the most common ways to enhance rigour in qualitative
research. Rigour refers to the validity, reliability and objectivity within quantitative
research (Baxter and Eyles 1997). Rigour is underpinned by credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability and can be affected by the researcher’s role in data
collection and interpretation (Baxter and Eyles 1997). Rigour was achieved by enabling
triangulation; employing multiple sources, methods and theories to inform the research
(Stratford and Bradshaw 2016). See Appendix D for how rigour was achieved.
This mixed-methods approach was selected to reveal the varied social and cultural
experiences that inform shack maintenance practices. A mixed-methods approach is
justified as different methods answer different sorts of questions and satisfy diverse
purposes (Richards and Morse 2013). The project was designed around two data
collection methods: semi structured interviews and walking interviews. The walking
interview was also photographed. These are methods well-known to heritage scholars
(Robertson and Webster 2017; Robertson 2015). The methods selected covered the
principal types of qualitative research employed in human geography: oral, visual and
observational (Richards and Morse 2013).

4.4.1 Semi-structured Interview
One ‘fluid’ form of qualitative research is the semi-structured interview (Valentine
2005). Interviewing allows the researcher to open a dialogue rather than conducting an
interrogation; Eyles (1998) describes the semi-structured interview as “a conversation
with a purpose” (cited in Valentine 2005, p. 111). The semi-structured interview
consists of ordered but flexible questioning and allows the researcher and interviewee to
have a wide-ranging conversation (Dunn 2016; Valentine 2005). Semi-structured
interviews are suitable for addressing and eliciting key themes for this thesis. Key
themes include: how shack maintenance contributes to the ongoing social significance
and heritage processes of shacks, how licensing and auditing conditions inform this, and
what shack owners consider as heritage.
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The interview schedule was divided into following four domains of enquiry:
1. A brief personal history and explanation of the meaning of shack maintenance
2. Practical aspects of shack maintenance
3. The effect of policy on shack maintenance
4. What skills or knowledge have been gained from shack maintenance

The interview schedule used is included as Appendix E. The setting for each interview
was the shack owned by the participant/s. As the thesis aims to explore shack
maintenance and notions of heritage, this encouraged interviewees to engage with the
setting of the shack; prompting embodied knowledge and memoires. The shack setting
also aided in making the participant feel comfortable throughout the interview process.
Rapport was developed through this informal setting and the warm-up chat before the
interview (Dunn 2016). In terms of rigour, positionality was addressed throughout the
interview process through field notes. Notes were made following each interview,
detailing key themes discussed in participant responses and personal reflection on ways
the interview could be improved. This continual scrutiny of the interview schedule
allowed for improvements in the ordering and wording of questions (see Appendix F).
Responses were recorded using a portable voice recorder, interview length ranged from
30 minutes to two and half hours, the average interview duration was one hour. As
shacks (by their nature) maximise their natural surroundings, all interview settings were
in view of the landscape – adjacent to a window, or in an outside sitting area. These
settings also aided in triggering the participants to point out examples throughout their
interview, with many of the participants commencing the walking interview
unprompted.

4.4.2 Walking Interview
Actively observing the material culture of building maintenance embodies heritage as a
process. Therefore, relying on a sedentary interview alone would likely be insufficient
as this does not engage with the practical nature of shack maintenance. Understanding
this embodied knowledge through walking interviews provides for immersion within
the space and observing things in situ (Strang 2010). Therefore, a walking interview
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followed the sedentary interview outlined in section 4.4.1, connecting this thesis to the
“’new mobilities paradigm’ (Sheller and Urry 2006; Evans and Jones 2011). In the
walking interview, participants could show examples of things or actions which they
had mentioned in the interview. Eleven of the twelve research participants consented to
the walking interview. The route was largely determined by the interviewee, as the
interviewee was most familiar with the area. As for some prompts, I requested certain
examples and the walking interview was not solely determined by the interviewee, this
is termed a ‘participatory walking interview’ within Evans and Jones (2011) typology of
this method (see Figure 13).However, many participants took it upon themselves to
begin walking around throughout the interview (unprompted) to ‘show’ something (an
action also noted by Strang 2010, Evans and Jones 2011; Strebel 2011). When framed
in such a way this thesis connects to ‘cultural mapping’, an ethnographic method that
observes historical and contemporary relationships with environs (Strang 2010). The
walking interview observes the physical materialisation of cultural beliefs and values,
acknowledging that they are a repository and mnemonic of information (Strang 2010;
Robertson and Webster 2017).
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Figure 13 Walking interview typology (Evans and Jones 2011, p. 850)

This method also upheld confidentiality as the participant could determine which
maintenance examples they were comfortable discussing and showing. The walking
interview is of particular interest within maintenance practice discourse (see Strebel
2011; Jacobs, Cairns, and Strebel 2012). The walking interview enables researchers to
consider maintenance practices, human behaviour and buildings together (Strebel 2011).
When considering the event of maintenance, the relational assemblages of human and
non-human are brought into view, giving rise to what Strebel (2011) terms as the ‘living
building’. By utilising the walking interview, the liveliness of the shack is brought into
the interview process (Strebel 2011; Jacobs, Cairns, and Strebel 2012). As shack
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maintenance is an ongoing process which identifies notions of heritage and nature, the
walking interview was deemed highly relevant to this thesis’ objectives.

Box 5 Ethical Challenges of the Walking Interview

The walking interview is a collaborative process, it permits participants to articulate cultural
landscapes and ethnohistories embedded within a physical space (Strang 2010). It is a
process wherein cultural representations of the area are composed (Strang 2010). This also
reflects inherent political relations, it has been suggested such landscapes reproduce the
values of dominant groups (Cosgrove 1989). However non-representational theory brings to
attention the use of physical landscapes as a repository for memory; framing mnemonic use
of landscape as location for the social data of non-dominant groups (Strang 2010).
However, these collaborations generate “hybrid products” (see Flores 2004). This gives rise
to ethical issues about ownership – who owns this research process? Who makes decisions?
As my research did not result in a ‘map’ output being produced, the walking interview
served as an exercise to contextualise the background of the shack communities. By
illustrating the walking interview as an exercise, it can be considered reflexively rather than
interpreted as a ‘map’. Consequently, walking interviews become an iterative exercise. To
address such ethical concerns, the participants were provided with the photographs produced
from their respective walking interview - and any photographs which weren’t given consent
to publish (within the research) were omitted.

4.5

Processing and Analysis

Audio recordings of interviews were transcribed verbatim to assist with creating codes
based on the language used by participants (Richards and Morse 2013). To maintain
confidentiality and an ethical responsibility to participants, the recordings were stored
on a password protected database - only the principal researchers had access.
Transcribing was conducted in a controlled environment. Transcripts were coded by
description and topic first to allow for further analytical coding of emergent themes.
Codes were not given an initial rigid structure, but instead emerged from the transcripts
(Richards and Morse 2013; Vaughan and Turner 2016). As patterns and linkages
emerged from the coding process, constant comparison was employed to set an
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exclusion criteria for data which could not be effectively analysed (Richards and Morse
2013). The coding process is described in Table Five. Photographs were also reviewed,
in line with these emerging themes, to support how shacks and their landscapes resonate
with theoretical accounts (Hall 2015).

Table 4 Strategies for thematic coding (Vaughn & Turner 2016)
Strategy

Uses

Asks

Within this

Coding examples

thesis
Identify

Identify

Are there distinct

Yes, responses

Authorised

categories

quantitative

or inherent

were checked

Heritage

methods, which

categories within

for theoretical

Discourse

can assist with

the responses?

heritage themes

features,

qualitative

and categorised

Intangible

analysis where

as such

Cultural Heritage

possible.

feature, undefined

Map

Conceptualize

What other

NPWS

Landscape,

relationships

themes and

internal

Management

maintenance

relationships

structures can we

documents for

practices,

between

turn to map

the shacks and

memory, agencies

responses and

relationships?

the RNP,

of decay,

existing

existing

community,

structures.

literature

performances,
tensions, tenure

Set

Identify

Are the

Determined

Responses of

exclusion

usefulness to the

responses

which responses

other perceived

criteria

current project.

generalisable?

are repetitive

issues not

What will the

and did not

examined by the

research gain

contribute to the

thesis objectives

from this

research in a

inclusion?

unique way
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4.6

Limitations

This project experienced several challenges. Chiefly, the restricted timeframe during
which the research project was carried out limited the types of actors involved. Initially,
the project explored the possibility of interviewing “expert” actors, such as National
Parks and Wildlife Services staff. However, this was abandoned due to the requirements
(scheduling and NPWS approval) to gain access to such actors. The attributes of
participants also reflect the nature of the interviews. As the interviews were conducted
within shacks this limited the age range of participants. Those of working age were less
likely to participate and those of retirement age more likely to participate. The political
context of the shacks also emerged as a limiting factor, with less responses than
anticipated and some potential participants explicitly declining invitations to participate
due to confidentiality concerns.

4.7

Conclusion

This chapter outlined and evaluated the research methods used to explore shack owner’s
maintenance practices. A qualitative mixed-methods approach was employed
throughout the project. Empirical data was sourced through a combination of semistructured interviews, walking interviews and photography. Rigour was enhanced
through this mixed methods approach, providing insights into notions of heritage
embodied within maintenance practices. The interpretation informed by analytical and
thematic codes is discussed over the following two results chapters.
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5 ‘It’s hard to separate them’:
The role and meaning of shack maintenance
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5.1

Introduction

This chapter examines the role of shack maintenance within social significance and
heritage processes. Shack owners discussed shack maintenance in conjunction with their
understandings of heritage. This chapter addresses maintenance practices’ effects on
heritage in three sections. The first section explores the role of shack maintenance in
shack owners’ consideration of heritage. The second section emphasise how embodied
memories contribute to ideas of heritage among shack owners. The third section
examines how landscape and materiality interlink to shape notions of heritage. The
chapter argues that shack owners and their maintenance practices contest fixed
categories of heritage. Moreover, the findings presented throughout this chapter
problematise categories of heritage; tangible and intangible.

5.2

Approaches to maintenance, approaches to heritage

The findings of this study indicate that shacks owners’ maintenance practices embody
ideas of heritage and that those ideas vary among shack owners - they are not singular
in their approach to understanding heritage. Such differences echo broader debates
within heritage research (as discussed in section 3.2). While some shack owner’s exhibit
understandings of heritage that are consistent with the Authorised Heritage Discourse
and others exhibit understandings consistent with Intangible Cultural Heritage –
analysis is not that simple. Shack maintenance reveals the messier understandings of
heritage, centring on practice and performances as the means which heritage is
transmitted (Vergunst et al. 2017).
Although all participants expressed their desire to keep their shacks ‘the same’, this did
not always directly translate into maintenance practices. The harsh environment and
decay were the most frequently mentioned barriers to maintenance. Transportation and
availability of materials (being able to match new materials to what is existing), along
with policy requirements were also identified as barriers to shack maintenance. Shack
maintenance was identified as ‘constant’ by all participants due to the ‘harsh
environment’ of shack locations. The materiality of shacks has to contend with ‘the salt,
and the sun, and the wind’ [Jason, male, 70s, 29 years in shack], which means
maintenance is a regular and prioritised. Due to the harsh maritime environment of
shack locations, shack materials have a relatively limited life and need to be maintained
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and replaced relatively frequently – the turnover of materials has long been a key aspect
of shacks and of their maintenance.
“Well you’re in such a harsh environment, from nature, its ongoing
maintenance. Every time you come down, you must do something, some sort of
maintenance, other it just gets away from ya. And if you don’t keep your
maintenance up, they just fall down, which has happened, a few times.”
(Phil, participant, 70s, 28 years in shack)
The SHR listing acknowledges this reality stating that the location and simple nature of
construction requires continual protective maintenance (OEH 2019). The SHR listing
acknowledges that there is a need ‘for fabric replacement over time’ that this is ‘both
necessary and an important characteristic of the cabins’ [shacks’] significance’ (OEH
2019).
Through their maintenance work shack owners attempt to arrest this deterioration of
their shack. Some participants explained how they upgrade to stronger more durable
shack materials (see section 6.3). While other participants were concerned with
differences or newer materials ‘changing’ the appearance of their shack. Those
participants explained how they focus on keeping materials as ‘original’ as possible
[Participants – Martha; George; Danika]. However, all participants talked of the
limitations of shack locations and the environment constantly deteriorating the materials
of shacks. Yet it is these limitations which have resulted in shacks’ vernacular
constructions and practices of ‘making do’.
Some participants expressed a strong desire to preserve shacks ‘as they are’ and focused
on the materiality of shack maintenance despite the limitations shacks’ locations
impose. The ideas of materials being static, or remaining ‘as is’, is outlined in
participants’ desire to retain the same shack materials.
“It’s very important to keep the shacks as they were. So the maintenance has to
maintain that, maintain the character, maintain the materials… that’s the most
important thing to… not take windows out and put aluminium windows in if
there’ve been timber windows there” (Danika, female, 70s, 65 years in shack)
Martha [participant, female, 60s, 60+ years in shack] discusses how her family will
remove decaying items from the shack so her father (who purchased the shack in 1953)
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can restore them. This occurred recently with 100-year-old cupboards which were
deteriorating from White Ants. Martha’s family decided to “take them back up the hill,
then dad redid them all… he loves building things and I guess that he’s passed that onto
his daughters”. Martha explains how the appearance and ‘character’ of her shack is
important to her family, ‘we don’t want to make a two-story Bunnings Deluxe Shed…
we should maintain them and keep them as they are’. These examples foreground the
how for some participants retaining the significance of their shack, means keeping
shack materials (or fabric) as original as possible.
This desire to preserve shacks as they are, or to ‘fix’ within a certain time period,
informs shack owners approaches to maintenance. However, for participants to keep
their shacks from falling down, their maintenance practices involve people, skills,
knowledge, memory and emotions. When examining the involvements of maintenance,
the deeper aspects of owning a shack are exposed. A shift from the material towards the
immaterial is depicted in participants’ personal expressions of heritage, which
foreground the memories and connections created by maintaining shacks. As Jacinta
[participant, female, 60s, 29 years in shack] relates,
“You know and its things like, ‘Oh yeah we got that window from there’, or,
‘Oh remember when we, you know, when we built this’, or when ‘wasn’t that
hilarious when we carried that down the hill’, so all of those things are part of
your experience.”
Within this example, the ‘experience’ of shack maintenance is revealed as a practice
laden with memory and emotions. Heritage understandings transcend a solely material
account of a shack when recognising shack maintenance as a practice (or performance).
Participants discussed how the material of shacks changes due to deterioration or
material availability (see section 6.3). Alexander [participant, male, 70s, 55 years in
shack] talks of changing materials ‘I’ve rebuilt the shack in many respects’ but ‘the
identity of the structure’ remains the same. He explains that maintenance is built around
the existing materials or structure of shacks, ‘the standard shape, size of fibro, the wall
spacings of studs, they’re bigger, but they’re not standard… it’s a product of the
original’ (Alexander). For Alexander the significance of his shack is the ‘sense’ of the
shack, which for him is ‘that ‘fundamental shape’ and ‘height’ of a shack and
maintenance is about maintaining ‘that sense of smallness’. When asked if changes in
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the materials of shacks impact their heritage significance, Pablo [participant, male, 53,
45 years in shack] highlighted the paradoxical nature of this question.
“I: Would you say that the changing nature of the materials has affected the
heritage significance of this shack?
Pablo: Yes, it has. The shack is still the shack. It still works as a shack. But as
we progress in life, things change.”
This comment reveals how materials can also be thought of as processual (Edensor
2012). Shacks materials and capacities depict the changing connections, and effects of
different agencies (including non-human such as white ants), which can be tracked to
reveal ‘historical depth’ (Edensor 2012, p. 44). When shack materials are regarded as
processual ‘entities’, the incumbent ‘agencies and relationalities’ ensure that they
constantly negotiate states of decay and construction (Edensor 2012, p. 449). Pablo
notes ‘he isn’t like everyone else’, because he doesn’t care for maintenance rules (such
as to best match existing) as ‘Everything’s changed’. Thus, when shack materials are
regarded as a process they can, “decay and disappear, reform and regenerate, shift back
and forth between different states”, all while enduring as a shack (DeSilvey 2006, p.
336).
When discussing shacks beyond the material, participants’ perceptions of the
significance of their shacks were interlinked with themes of place and community. The
significance of shacks was often discussed in connection to the location. For example,
several participants described it as ‘unique’ or ‘a special place’. Lucy [participant,
female, 57, 45 years in shack] described how her family maintains the shack ‘so that we
can keep using it’ because ‘the emotional attachment down here is huge’. The shacks as
buildings, and the communities that the continual use of shacks have created, are both
significant (and hard to separate) for shack owners. As Patrick [participant, male, 85, 68
years in shack] illustrates,
“They go together really. It’s a bit hard to separate them. How would you
separate them? You wouldn’t have the communities if you didn’t have the
shacks, you know?”
Participants’ discussions of maintenances practices involved a sense place within the
landscape and stressed the importance of community. Such discussions of practices,
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place and community illustrate shack maintenance (and shacks themselves) as a
process. It is through these shack maintenance practices which shack owners have
formed their understandings of heritage. By performing shack maintenance practices, in
the same way as the earlier generations of shack owners, participants both interpret and
maintain their heritage. Subsequently, heritage is generated through ‘cultural practices
with their knowledge, skills, community, and natural environment’ (Su 2018, p. 924).
As participants discuss the essential knowledge, skill, and people involved when doing
maintenance, and so, shack maintenance can be considered a cultural practice (see
further section 6.4). The interface of people within shacks, and the landscape, at any
level is performing and embodying memory, ‘drawing it into the present’ (Robertson
2015, p. 1004; see also Gourividis 2010; Jones 2012; Robertson and Webster 2017).
Shack owners, by their bodies performing shack maintenance, draw out new meanings
and remembrances of shacks and their pasts. The ‘heritage’ is physically, and
materially, inscribed via shacks and ‘enlivened’ by the meshing of new ideas and
activities (Robertson 2015, p. 1004). Thus, shacks can be thought of as a ‘heritage from
below’. By practising maintenance, shack owners perform an identity, which is
informed by memories of the past, and is now also (possibly) reflexively informed by
the auditing process and SHR criteria.

5.3 Towards a ‘taskscape’ – Landscape, maintenance, and
community
Aside from the material, the personal experience of shacks is also important.
Participants referred to a ‘sense of place’ and attachment to the ‘environment’
(Alexander; Jacinta). When shack owners discuss maintenance interaction with the
landscape is immanent, in that, the landscape limits what maintenance can be achieved.
Traditionally landscapes have been viewed as ‘mechanistic’ wherein humans are
regarded as the master of the environment and separate from it (Roe 2013, p. 336).
Accounts of shack maintenance reveal that shack owners are far from being in control
of the landscape. Maintenance is often discussed in connection with non-human
processes of decay. For example, some participants talked of how, ‘termites’ or ‘white
ants’ and the weather, must be managed to prevent deterioration [Participants Rex;
Alexander]. Pablo said that ‘you live right on the coast, so you’re getting beaten all the
time by weather, whether it’s wind, rain, salt… you’ve got to maintain all the time’.
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Some participants attributed to the landscape a role in fostering a community that
‘helps’ others, in that, the constant processes of deterioration exceed the capacity of
individuals to maintain their shacks without at least sometimes being helped by others
(Participants Alexander; Jason; Jacinta; Pablo). As the landscape, weather, and other
agents of deterioration (such as termites) influence shack materials, it also influences
people and actions; it cultivates knowledge and skills through doing maintenance. This
entangling of materials, skills, and the landscape cumulatively shape shack owners’
senses of the social and heritage significance of the shacks.
Community building is a practice which has occurred since the first shacks were
erected. Places of community importance have always been a group effort to construct.
The most documented case of this is Era Beach’s surf lifesaving clubhouse. Era’s
clubhouse has been rebuilt and relocated on four occasions, each move recycled the
materials from the previous location. The first two buildings were moved due to issues
with their position. The third building was damaged by a storm 1970s, it was rebuilt in a
new position and was renovated in 2012-2013. Alexander [participant, male 70s, 55
years in shack] was taught how to make bricks for the third clubhouse construction by
community figure, Leo Walker or ‘Wort’. The most recent clubhouse renovation did
incorporate the help of specialist external contractors. However, the majority of the
work relied on Era community members volunteering their help and knowledge of
organising building tasks; such as transporting material efficiently and problem-solving.
Participants stressed how being a part of the shack community meant everyone ‘pitches
in and has a go’ [Pablo, participant, male, 53, 45 years in shack]. Jacinta talks about a
wheelbarrow with no particular owner and how it ‘just goes around the entire valley’.
Pablo relates, ‘You might not always get along, but as a collective we are a
community’.
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Figure 14 Original 1938 Era Beach SLSC (RNP CCPL 2019)

Figure 15 New site of clubhouse circa 1940 - note the cattle
grazing in the background (RNP CCPL archives, via Van
Teeseling 2017, p. 8)
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Figure 16 Remaining front steps of Era's second clubhouse. Alexander was involved in the construction

Figure 17 Slab being poured for 2012-2013 clubhouse renovation (Garder 2014)
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Shacks also have idiosyncrasies which embody the role of landscape. Both Danika and
Pablo’s shack front doors were moved to accommodate the direction of the wind.
Conversely Jacinta discusses how the landscape is shaped by the shack community; ‘the
community, the community is the shacks, the community is the stuff, you know we’ve
got silly buoys hanging in the trees’. However, the NPWS audit found shack owners
who had hung buoys, or fishing floats, in trees in breach of their license conditions (see
section 6.4). When Patrick was found in breach of his license, and he joked that his
brother’s granddaughters had committed a ‘heinous crime’ by hanging the fishing float.
Such examples of license breaches illustrate how licensing conditions can be perceived
through an approach similar to the Authorised Heritage Discourse. NPWS seeks to
manage the landscape through a lens of fixing the landscape in time, akin to the
traditional conservation philosophy discussed in sections 3.3 and 2.5. Whereas, the
shack communities’ alteration of the landscape demonstrates an alternative philosophy,
which could be characterised as humanised or inhabited landscapes and this is reflected
temporally in varying ways. When the dynamic and changing nature of shacks (and
their landscapes) is considered, the notion of a conserving to a standard or baseline
becomes problematic. Alexander explains that shacks are built to ‘people capabilities’
and that this is limited by ‘their ability to carry’ materials. “So it’s very much low tech,
you tend to prefer to work with soft woods, because you’re usually using a handsaw”
(Alexander). When considering the different capabilities and materials used in shack
maintenance throughout time, conserving a specific time period (or baseline) and
conserving those certain skills and materials, becomes unfeasible.
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Figure 18 Buoys hung by Patrick's family

Figure 19 Buoys are a common feature that surround shacks
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As a result of carrying materials, it is uncommon for people to undertake shack
maintenance alone (participants Alexander; Ruben). When considering materials as
more than objects, the networks they create become visible and their ‘social lives’ are
revealed (DeSilvey 2006, p. 324). Due to the need for help from other people, shack
maintenance becomes ‘a social event’ or a ‘working bee’ Pparticipants - Alexander;
Martha).
‘But I’ve organised people, all the metal work in the roof, was about 300 kilos
of stuff which I had to organise, because to carry down is too much to do on
your own’
(Alexander)
Pablo agrees that the location of shacks contributes to the community atmosphere; ‘you
come down here and you’re isolated, you’re in an isolated spot, especially overnight’.
All participants explained how it is often impossible to carry everything needed for
shack maintenance alone. A willingness to help one another was frequently discussed in
relation to the shack owner communities. Danika [participant, female, 70s, 66 years in
shack] explains how if someone has a problem ‘with a roof or a window’ the ‘most
important thing about the community is, that people are there to help’. Often this ‘help’
can be contained within families;
‘Because there’s many family members we do our own. But I know a lot of the
other shacks sort of draw on help from one another. Somebody who’s able to do
a roof, helps another person to do it’
(Martha)
Rubens [participant, male, 60s, 66 years in shack] account of shack maintenance
confirms this; ‘We share a lot of things like that. Because I’m just a single bloke, I get
help from a lot of skilled people in other families around the place’.
While the physicality of maintenance encourages a ‘helping’ community, it also limits
who can make use of shacks. Participants talked of their ‘expiration date’ or how their
time using their shack was limited. Participants describe how they learned from family
members, community member, and by doing maintenance. Pablo recalls how the
tradesmen within the shack community taught him maintenance and how he entered the
building trade professionally. ‘They taught me as a young man and then as I’ve gone
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into work… tradesman like Phil [participant] and other guys around the place that teach
you as well’ (Pablo). Similarly, Jason stated ‘all the [building and maintenance] skills
[he’s] got’ he learned through shack maintenance. ‘You work alongside them, they give
you advice, you learn what to do, you try it yourselves’ (Jacinta). Jason also found work
using these skills after retiring from his ‘main career’ he ‘got a job at the school as a
handy man’. Jason explains how his and Jacinta’s experience working on their first
shack (which was demolished by NPWS in 1988) gave them the confidence to rebuild
their house in Balmain.
‘we learnt about building stud walls, and so on, and the principles of that,
flashing around the windows to keep it waterproofed. And all of that we’ve
applied when we rebuilt our house in Balmain’
(Jason)
Lucy clarifies how now that her children are older, it is time for the maintenance to be
passed onto them. ‘If there’s a hole that needs to be dug or a roof that needs to be
replaced, they need to get up there and do that. Not him [her husband]’ (Lucy).
Similarly, Jason talks of how his son is becoming more involved in maintaining their
shack; ‘this is your [emphasis participants own] job now’. Such examples illustrate how
maintenance practices are transmitted through practice and performances of doing, and
they are ongoing. Pablo describes this as, ‘I was brought up in it, my kids have been
brought up in it… that’s all they’ve known’. However, participants make the distinction
that they are ‘always learning’ (Pablo). George [participant, male, 60s, 36 years in
shack] explains:
‘you’ve got to use your ingenuity and adapt things, you know like putting bits of
tin can to do different things. I remember that light, when I first fitted it, I just
put it on the lid of a tin can. So, you could angle it, things like that’
Pablo concedes, ‘You don’t know it all. You may think you do, but no. You don’t. You
always learn’. Instances like these demonstrate how shack owners both do and learn
maintenance on an ongoing basis.
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5.3.1

Gender

Interestingly the three of the four female participants interviewed tended to downplay
their role in shack maintenance. Danika explained that ‘general maintenance of cleaning
and that sort of thing’ is ‘pretty basic stuff’. She goes on to say that she doesn’t really
do much of the other maintenance tasks; ‘if [husband] were here he could answer that
question probably better than me’. Lucy explained how she had no desire to do shack
maintenance as her husband did it all. While Jacinta described herself as an ‘offsider’.
Pablo also confirmed these women’s accounts explaining that his daughters didn't do
maintenance because they're 'girls' and 'dad does it all'. Such responses are indicative of
the gendered experiences of maintenance (Cox 2013a; Cox 2013b; Cox 2016a; Cox
2016b) and point to an important and under-acknowledged dimension of the social life
of the shacks and of their heritage recognition. However, given the sample size of
women and their tendency to downplay their role, it was not possible to explore this indepth and it could be a theme for further research (see 7.2).

5.3.2

Innovation

While the agencies of the shack landscape can shape practice, it also leads to
innovation. Jason explains that he and his partner designed a system to ‘manage’ the
wind at their shack.
‘Yeah, the wind it’s just the most incredible thing here. We’ve got like holes in
the ground and pipes that other pipes slot into an all these Perspex panels all fit
together, and lock together. Then the roof goes over the top and you’ve got
another living room as big as the shack itself, which you can leave up all
summer.’
(Jason)
Developments in technology reinforce the need to draw help from skilled people within
the community and reproduce cooperation in new contexts. A clear example of this is
the uptake of solar power. All participants explain that shacks need to be comfortable to
stay in otherwise they wouldn’t be used. This need for comfort (and availability of
materials – see section 6.3) warrants the adoption of new technology. Past changes in
technology are evident in the materials within shacks; kerosene (or gas) fridges and
lanterns are still stored within shacks despite not being used anymore. Alexander
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explains, ‘as you make the shacks more comfortable, you make them potentially
[different], it’s like the old houses where you always had ventilators and they had gas
lighting in them’. Ruben discusses how he still uses older technology, ‘I mean some
people, like my nephew, he’ll use gas things, but I just have some primuses [kerosene
lantern] I still use primuses here’. Martha and George’s family had a big discussion
about whether solar power would change the appearance (or feeling) of their shack.
George describes, “but then everyone started to like it so much, because you could just
come in and flick a switch”. Some participants discussed that upgrading or adding solar
panels to their shack, at first, resulted in NPWS notifying them of being in breach of
their license following the audit process. Jason explained that newer solar panels are
smaller and more efficient than the older models, so the solar footprint on a shack roof
is minimised. Ruben describes, ‘they [NPWS] had a lot of requirements about solar but
apparently they’ve [NPWS] relented’.
Many participants discussed how they approach the ‘experts’ for more complex
problems. Jason and Jacinta recall how they received help from four or five different
people within the community when there was an issue with their new solar fridge. They
discussed how they were able to use community help and resources when problemsolving.
‘We had big problems with it [the fridge]. But there was enough experts all
around the place that, we were able to talk to and sort out the problem, and it
was quite tricky.
And we were allowed to take our batteries down to the surf club and put them on
a trickle charger, which people don’t have.
And people, you know, Slade [person] put one battery on his shoulder and just
marched across the beach! It’s 45 kilos!’
(Jason and Jacinta, couple, 60s and 70s, 29 years at shack)
Accounts of maintenance as a community experience position maintenance practices as
a performance. Participants described how such performances are repeated through
shack generations and are taught and learnt within families and across communities.
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5.4

Landscape and memory

While the things in, or materials of, shacks can be repositories for memories, the shack
landscape can also evoke memory. Shack owners’ experiences of walking to and
working on their shacks can inscribe memory into the landscape. Alexander told a story
of how the previous shack owner visited his shack on her 86th birthday.
‘…she knew she was in the right area because the old salt bush, which was the
old horse corral… so and she was just so happy to find the shack was here… she
was just blown away by the fact that I still had a painting up there of the [shack],
that was done by her husband, who had passed away in his late 30s. So she
brought up three kids on her own… I’ve got a great photo of her holding the
[painting]… it was like [she was] nursing her husband.’
(Alexander)

Figure 20 A painting from the previous shack owner, which has remained (artist now deceased)

Similarly Rex [participant, male, 80s, 60+ years in shack] told a story of how his sisterin-law almost gave birth in their shack. He describes how he was driving over the
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Audley weir from the shack to get there from work but at that crucial time it was
flooded.
“And I couldn't get over and we couldn't get across the creek…So the girls were
in the shack on their own. Trying to work out how they're going to deliver a
baby without any help”
(Rex)
All participants discussed how maintaining a shack is also about negotiating non-human
actors. They explained how it was part of having a shack, and how their memories and
interactions with non-human actors have shaped their maintenance practices. Rex
remarked maintenance was keeping the ‘shack painted and termites out’. Alexander
referred to this as a ‘shared existence’, describing how shack maintenance involves
cleaning up to keep animals (and their deposits) outside.
‘We get a situation where things disappear, you know the mice come in looking
for somewhere to nest. We had a crocheted cover that was made out of wool.
Somebody must have had their hands on it with a bit of food. I came down and it
was all gone! Later on, when I was cleaning up I found it in their nest.’
(Alexander)
Memories of landscape are also heavy with accounts of the non-human. Participants’
stories feature possums, termites, mice and spiders. Memories of rabbits are embedded
within the present and past. Alexander discusses how an old rabbit warren is impacting
the foundation of his shack, causing a corner of the slab to sink. Yet he concedes;
‘It’s always been a rabbit world. When we got the shack there was half a dozen
rabbit traps in it. And there was lots of guys down here, that trapped rabbits and
had bunny stew and all the rest of it’
(Alexander)
Comparably, Jacinta talked of how there was a possum which lived in a tree above her
shack, but that it left when the tree died from a drought. Examples like Alexanders and
Jacinta’s reveal how shack owners’ perception of the landscape is surround by agencies
of the non-human. Memories of their shack landscapes exhibit the ‘spatial dance’
between past and present understanding and meanings (Robertson 2015). Memory can
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also anchor attachment to place and this was often discussed in material terms. Danika
recalls the difficult journey transporting her shack’s kitchen benchtop. “I think the kids
might think about bringing something different, and I’m saying ‘No, no, you’ve gotta
keep that. That was really, really hard” (Participant – Danika). While Alexander
describes how he grew to like the stained-glass windows in his shack. ‘When I first got
the shack I thought, “Oh, how dreadful!” I couldn’t see out. But over time I’ve learned
to appreciate the beauty’. Examples such as Dinka’s kitchen bench and Alexander’s
windows illustrate how materiality can proscribe memories, in turn, shaping the
landscape and embodied interactions. Similarly, the shack landscape can conjure past
memories and meanings. Memory is a constant which connects the materials within
landscape.

Figure 21 Alexander's stained-glass window

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter examined the role shack maintenance plays in shaping how heritage is
understood by shack owners. Shack maintenance was explored via key themes that
emerged from the interviews. Participants spoke about wanting to preserve their shacks
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‘as they are’, this desire has affinity with the AHD and its approach to fixing heritage
material within a certain state or temporality. Participants who were more tolerant of
change referenced the processes, skills, and relationships forged by shack maintenance
as having priority over materials which connects with the ICH approach to heritage.
Yet shack maintenance and materiality are moderated by the isolation (and harsh
environment) of shack locations, which limits the ability of shack owners to preserve
shacks ‘as they are’. These limiting factors and their role in the history of the shacks and
their maintenance, invite an alternative understanding of heritage. For shack owners,
maintenance is inseparable from heritage, it influences both what is preserved and ideas
of what should be preserved. Interaction with the landscape influences how shack
maintenance is attempted. Maintenance skills are transmitted among families and the
community, where skill sharing and helping is encouraged due to a shared
understanding of the landscape.
Additionally, memories of the landscape, material, and non-human create a ‘spatial
dance’ between the past and present (Robertson 2015). Shack owners’ memories inform
shack maintenance practices and subvert the ‘official’ meanings of the landscape (and
heritage) through embodied actions. Shack maintenance endures as a process in which
notions of heritage are both newly constructed and informed by the past. Shack
maintenance links to debates of heritage approaches and heritage shifts from material to
social terms. This shift is the case in recent heritage discussions where the focus has
progressed to the social effects and relations of material (Bashforth et al. 2017; Skinner
2012; Vergunst et al. 2017).
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6 ‘They’ve just got a checklist’:
Responses to auditing and licensing requirements
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6.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the implications of licensing and auditing of shacks, and shack
owners’ experiences with these implications when performing maintenance practices.
Following the conceptual framework outlined in section 3.5, this chapter describes the
shack owners’ differing opinions concerning licensing and auditing. Exploring the
varying maintenance practices of shack owners, differing opinions or approaches
emerge, which can be directly linked with different understandings of heritage. This
chapter explores how maintenance practices have been influenced by NPWS
management, and this is framed by responses to the recent shack audit process
(conducted in 2017). This chapter addresses the influence of licensing and auditing in
three sections. The first section discusses how shack maintenance is shaped by notions
of tenure and security. The second section describes how various restrictions imposed
by the shacks’ location and NPWS create tensions surrounding shack maintenance. The
third section explores how auditing and licensing conditions can intersect heritage
processes and practices of shack maintenance.

6.2

Tenure, fear and security

The findings of this study indicate that maintenance practices are greatly influenced by
notions of tenure and the sense of security which it creates. Shack owners have
experienced several changes in tenure throughout the decades that followed the
resumption of the Era Lands into the RNP (see sections 2.4 & 2.5). In 1964, changes in
permissive occupancy meant that shacks were demolished following the death of the
registered owner. These changes were seen as an impetus for original shack owners to
reduce labour investment in their shack or to sell it (see section 2.4). Ten of the
participants interviewed (or their families) obtained their shack in this manner.
“In those days you could still buy shacks, it was still under the Parks Trust, and
there was about half a dozen shacks to buy, that were up for sale. Because there
was a bit of unrest down here people were deciding to move on, because of the
new political regime” (Alexander, male, 70’s, 55 years in shack).
The uncertainty of tenure was viewed as a deterrent to maintain and pay rent for shacks,
as many at the time thought that the shacks would eventually be removed (see 2.4).
Jacinta [participant, female, 60s, 29 years in shack] illustrated the view of a previous
shack owner who said to her, ‘oh the shacks will all be gone soon anyway so there’s no
point’. The discussion of changing tenure is echoed in the literature that details the
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Scottish Highland Clearances (Gourivdis 2010; Jones 2012; Robertson 2015; Robertson
& Webster 2017). Crofting families built their black houses (tigh dubh) from local
materials and often carried them on their backs after eviction (Robertson 2015, p. 998).
Permanent and better constructed white houses (tigh geal) were the result of securing
tenure (Robertson 2015, pp. 998-999). Jones and Selwood’s (2011) research of Western
Australian shacks also found improvement in their material construction was due to
tenure improvements. Maintenance literature also discusses uptake of maintenance, with
research suggesting that owners only undertake maintenance when they have “a duty of
care imposed upon them” (Forster & Kayan 2009, p. 218).
Shack owners interviewed for this thesis often discussed tenure in relation to the SHR
listing of the shacks. Shack owners’ sense of tenure was significantly eroded during the
period of shack demolitions (see section 2.4 & 2.5). However, while their “duty of care”
or responsibility was sidelined by licensing changes, embodied senses of belonging
related to shacks and shack materials remained. Participants shared stories of how
materials from demolished shacks were salvaged by the remaining shack owners; in an
attempt to save them:
“It was very emotional, and so, people took what they could rather than have it
all smashed up”
(Danika, participant, female, 70s, 65 years in shack)
These seemingly mundane objects linger and invoke ‘involuntary memories’ (Robertson
2015; Taksa 2006). A rusting brick mould, salvaged from the ruins of a demolished
shack, anchors the memory of carrying cement and hand making bricks for the original
Era beach surf club:
“Well depending on how many people carried cement down. There’s usually
about three of us with a bag of cement, and Wort [person], so three or four bags
of cement. We’d get probably 50 to 60 bricks out of those. This is our
Saturday’s exercise because you’re on patrol on Sundays. You make those, just
leave them over in the corner, line ‘em all up, then probably the next week
they’re solid enough to move and stack. The next weekend you’re doing the
same again”
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(Alexander, participant, male, 70s, 55 years in shack)

Figure 22 Alexander demonstrates brick mould

These participants’ examples demonstrate how materiality is linked to tenure.
Transitory existences mitigate against investment in maintenance due to the threat of
eviction (Gourivdis 2010; Jones 2012; Robertson 2015; Robertson & Webster 2017).
Despite lack of tenure creating uncertainty, belonging and identity are embodied within
routines and mundane materials, establishing sites of ‘everyday memory work’
(Robertson 2015; Jones and Selwood 2012). The material choices of earlier shack
owners were informed by precarious tenure; opting for the ‘cheap’ and ‘available’.
Despite earlier shack material choices being less than ideal at times, it was common for
shack owners to salvage them from demolished shacks. Danika, [participant, female,
70s, 65 years in shack] described how she salvaged a cupboard from a shack that was
demolished as it was ‘gonna be smashed up’. Alexander [participant, male, 70s, 55
years in shack] salvaged pieces of wood from the shack named ‘Devils Den’ when it
was demolished. When ask why he replied, ‘this belong here, it belongs in this place’.
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These instances of ‘salvaging’ or ‘saving’ demonstrate the embodied sense of identity
within ordinary or vernacular items.
While the introduction of a new licensing system for shacks in 2000 could have been
understood as a form of tenure; the experience of this was fragmented amongst shack
owners. As discussed in Section 2.6 the licensing system introduced by NPWS made a
distinction between ‘bona fide’ and ‘no bona fide’ licensees. The ‘bona fide’ licensee
was the person listed on the original permissive occupancy, and those who were not
listed were not considered ‘bona fide’ and not offered a license (see Section 2.6). It was
common for others to continue to maintain and pay rent for shacks, in circumstances
where the ‘bona fide’ licensee was unable to do so or was deceased. Participants
referred to this division surrounding shack owners; some identifying themselves as not
‘original’, in that they were not the person granted the original permission to occupy.
Tenure can inform a sense of belonging and security, in turn influencing maintenance
practices. This is depicted within the story of participants’ sharing a shack with another
owner after their first shack was demolished by NPWS:
“We found out [shack owner] needed someone to help her maintain this place.
We shared it for the first few years. So we didn’t start really doing anything,
maintenance wise, for about six years because she didn’t want anything changed
at all, and we wanted to change things. But eventually she stopped using it more
and we were using it all the time.
We just didn’t want to upset her, we didn’t want to risk, you know… this is her
place.”
(Jason, participant, male, 70s, 29 years in shack.)
Uncertainty about tenure and the means by which shack owners had navigated this
could also generate conflict and further uncertainty within the shack communities. For
example, Jacinta described a dispute over ownership:

“But we also had the issue around the time, with the new licenses. The daughter
of the original owner disputed the fact that the shack has been sold”
(Jacinta participant, female, 60s, 29 years in shack)
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Sensitivities of tenure underpin shack owners’ feelings of belonging and identity, and
this is echoed within the responses to licensing systems.
“As not being originals, you finally got put on the lease [current license issued
in 2006]. You were actually recognised as an owner (sic) of a shack”
(Pablo participant, male, 53, 45 years in shack)
This recognition in turn informs maintenance practices. Jason and Jacinta stated that
they awaited the new license in 2006 to reflect their occupancy before heavily investing
into shack maintenance. Similar research has occurred with the shacks at Cockburn in
Western Australia (Jones and Selwood 2012). Jones and Selwood (2012) found that
shack upgrades took place following greater security of tenure (section 6.3 will clarify
how the RNP shacks differ compared to other shack examples).

Figure 23 Jason shows original shack
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Figure 24 Cliff side shack

Similarly, tenure has been used to justify material changes throughout shacks. Before
state heritage listing, shack maintenance was only lightly regulated, and standards were
relatively vague. Early regulation specified that the shack area was to be kept “clean and
tidy”, no new shacks were to be built, and external changes such as extensions were not
permitted (Garder 1990, p. 6; see section 2.4). During this period shacks were often
rebuilt in stages, wall by wall, to accommodate deterioration. With new building
prohibited under the license conditions, acceptance of rent payment by the NPWS was
considered as authorisation for a shack rebuild following a fire (in 1985).
“…the whole shack burned to the ground. So we rebuilt. They went through a
whole lot of clauses in the lease and eventually we sent them a letter. And it
stated ‘it is our intention to rebuild cabin [X]. It will be done within this period
of time. We’re reinstating the shack to its original condition.
But then when we went to pay our rent… we all held our breath and went ‘are
they going to accept it?’ and they did. They’d accepted the rent. So therefore
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that’s it”
(Lucy, participant, female, 57, 45 years in shack)
While acceptance of rent by NPWS contributed to a sense of security, participants also
understood heritage recognition as a form of security or surety; but this is also
conflicted. All participants stated that heritage recognition is positive, yet this was often
met with scepticism or a lingering sense of uncertainty. George [participant, male, 60s,
36 years in shack] talked of how the heritage listing meant that ‘hopefully’ the shacks
will stay, he conceded that he wasn’t sure “what a heritage listing actually means”.
George makes an example of heritage listed buildings demolished in Sydney due to
railway construction, “the government can just come in and say, ‘oh well they’re not
heritage listed anymore’”. Likewise, Danika, [participant, female, 70s, 65 years in
shack] shared these hesitations explaining, while the shacks are recognised “who’s to
say that they won’t, in time, start moving people out and take them over?”
Yet many participants credited the heritage listing as ‘what saved the shacks’ (Patrick,
participant, male, 85, 68 years in shack). The idea of posterity (future generations) and
family was entwined with discussions of heritage. Many participants stated that they
hoped heritage recognition would ensure future shack use for their children. George
highlighted posterity, “it’s not just the cabin… it’s the history and the family, and the
friends and people, I think it’s all that”. The ability to engage with shacks, to use and
inhabit them, reconceptualises their heritage as social, as opposed to preserved and
‘fixed’. When heritage is seen as social, actions and relationships are valued, and the
preservation of heritage material ‘need not to be delegated to the stewardship of
monumental-type institutions or legal frameworks’ (Bashforth et al. 2017, p. 94).

6.3 The same but not the same: tensions surrounding change
and ‘making do’
The geographical isolation and non-vehicular access to the RNP shacks have been
stated as the major limiting factor in getting new material to the shacks and in the type
of material that can be brought in (Van Teeseling 2017; Garder 1990; listing). The
coastal environment also impacts shack materials; shacks constantly evolve through
deterioration and maintenance. While non-vehicular access informed shacks’ original
vernacular construction, this continues to affect maintenance practices. All participants
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agreed that “the hardest part’s getting the material in” (Rex, participant, male, 80s, 60+
years in shack). The labour involved in shack maintenance is embodied within the
community and landscape. Alexander [participant, male, 70s, 55 years in shack]
believes it attracts certain people: “that’s the nature of the place, you know that two and
half kilometres down the hill is a pretty good leveller in many ways”. Feelings of pain,
exhaustion, and sweat are intrinsically experienced alongside the tactile materials;
creating a sense of place in which the materials carried in on foot play a significant role.
Danika’s [participant, female, 70s, 65 years in shack] story of her husband and friend
carrying a window down the escarpment illustrates this:
“We started off in the car park, and I had a pack on my back, because Mike and
this friend were going to carry the window down. Well we’d only gone about,
three or four hundred metres and he said, ‘Oh, this is too heavy, I can’t manage
this. This is too heavy’. So I then helped him at the front, so that between the
two of us we carried the front window, with Mike at the back. I’ve never
forgotten that. I mean, he’s a fit, active fellow, but not able to carry the window
down.” (Danika)
The physical journey of carrying materials shapes how maintenance is approached (or
socialised), ‘we negotiate between, who can do what, who can carry this in or get that’
(Danika). The entanglement of people and materials, walking to a shack, is a practice
and performance which has persisted through time. Again, the social requirements of
engaging with maintenance or shacks demonstrates how their heritage is dynamic and
living. Bashforth et al. (2017, p. 95) argue that by examining the actions that make
heritage, ‘local heritage storylines’ emerge. Vergunst et al. (2017, p. 153) explain that
places are fundamental because human-thing interdependence occurs there, ‘we make
things, and so we have to go on making things’. Alexander believes that the walk in
with materials results in help becoming a freely shared commodity, ‘emotionally it
connects you to the place, through the people, through the shacks, through the location’.
Rex [participant, male, 80s, 60+ years in shack] concurs, ‘it’s hard work… the more
hands you’ve got on deck, the better’.
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Figure 25 Alexander demonstrates his 'donkey frame' used to transport sheets of iron

Shack owners at Era beach have also made use of boats to transport materials. However,
help from others still plays a key role; the ‘work’ becomes social, organising people,
skills, and knowledge. Before his interview, Ruben [participant, male, 60s, 66 years in
shack] explained, ‘we carry everything in, but this morning I’ve negotiated for things to
be brought around by boat’. More recently helicopters have been utilised as a method of
transport for shack materials. Patrick [participant, male, 85, 68 years in shack] explains
how even this method is not devoid of ‘work’– “they can be a powerful tool, and you
can do wondrous things with them, but if you’re not organised, it can end up costing”.
To make new methods, like helicopters, economical, shack owners must be organised to
ensure they can get maximum helicopter trips completed within the time limit of hire.
The same processes of organising and people skills persist, regardless of adopting new
technology or methods.
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Figure 26 Materials being prepared for the helicopter to lift into the shack location

Figure 27 Shack community members work together to organise the helicopter loads (faces edited to
ensure confidentiality)
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Figure 28 Helicopter company crew organising load straps used to secure materials

The practice of carrying materials produces embodied understandings of the ‘work’
involved in shack maintenance. As shack owners undertake the same journey; carrying
materials and completing maintenance they have an intimate knowledge of what shack
maintenance requires. Skinner (2012, p. 112) positions intimate knowledge as
‘knowledge from within’ and connected with place. Harrison (2010, p. 243, cites
Appadurai 1996) claims this connection is ‘the local’, a shared understanding of place
rehearsed as collective memory. Such understandings influence the choice of material
for shack maintenance.
Participants voiced their preference for lightweight, durable, and efficient materials.
Ruben explains, ‘the idea is to maintain it as it is, but over time, work to reduce
maintenance’. However, the effects of deterioration are an ever-present strain on shack
materiality, all participants described maintenance as ‘constant’. Participants all
described how they complete maintenance every trip they make to their shack, ‘we do
something every day, it’s just ongoing, you know checking things and fixing things
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before they bust’ (Jason, participant, male, 70s, 29 years in shack). Patrick [participant,
male, 85, 68 years in shack] recalls his brother’s attempt at building a shower ‘on the
cheap’ resulted in it rotting and collapsing. For this reason, Patrick prefers investing in
long-lasting materials. Nonetheless, the constant and laborious work involved in shack
maintenance has resulted in situations of ‘making do’
While the SHR listing of the shacks informs a ‘like for like’ approach to shack
management, often this is not possible. Additionally, the SHR listing recognises
significance of the shacks’ vernacular construction. Yet this has little recognition in
official RNP documents (Brooks et al. 2005, PoM 2000). Ruben explains how he tries
to retain the ‘character’ or appearance of his shack while upgrading to more durable
materials:
‘…there’s no timber around the edge, because what tends to happen was we’d
sit close to the beach, the salty air came in and, then started rotting all the timber
around the bottom. So we just replaced that with aluminium structure… we’ve
tried to keep the heritage, you see the windows, all of the sills and the structure
is all aluminium, marine grade aluminium, so it’s a bit of a compromise. We’re
sort of trying to leave some heritage value, but really we’re replacing it’.
(Ruben, participant, male, 60s, 66 years in shack)
Within Ruben’s shack, his parents upgraded the original ‘hessian sack’ walls to
corrugated iron. This change reflects the increase in availability of building materials in
periods of economic development and within the tenure arrangement of that time.
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Figure 29 Early shack example (not a photograph of a participants’ shack), constructed
of bark (RNP CCPL 2019)

Figure 30 The materials of Ruben's shack have been upgraded to mitigate the challenges of its beachside
location
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Figure 31 Ruben's shack interior, where the floor plan has remained the same since
construction

Figure 32 Ruben's shack walls were originally made from
hessian sacks but are now aluminium and iron
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Most participants stated their desire to keep their shack ‘the same’, but this was not
without difficulty and tensions for them. Understandings of original character (or
keeping things the same) are linked with licensing contexts of ‘best match existing’ or
‘like for like’ (Brooks et al. 2005; PoM 2000). The perception of shacks being the
‘same’ is framed by the shacks’ exterior or aesthetic appearance. “Well I’ve just kept
the same, the same footprint it was originally, the same height. Everything’s the same”
[Phil, participant, male, 70s, 29 years in shack]. Discussions of how much change is
allowed was often a source of tension in shacks:
‘Martha’s family have always been very conscious of it being… rustic. When
we first put the solar lights in, that was a big sort of debate, whether we actually
wanted solar lights, or just keep the kerosene lamps, you know the almost
orange glow. There’s always been that debate about how much to change
things… to keep it like that little, quaint, rustic place. They don’t want it to lose
its character’
(George participant, male, 60s, 36 years in shack)
Debates of how much change is allowed, or what constitutes as a shacks’ ‘character’ is
common among families (see Box 6).
Box 6 Debates of change and researcher positionality shifting
Field note: 20/01/2019
Reflecting on the project since completing data collection, my personal understandings of heritage
have changed. The concepts and accounts, which have emerged within the study have challenged
me to reconsider my own perceptions and approaches. The most notable change has been my
understanding of heritage significance within my community.
The shack my immediate family uses had a sign on the door which read ‘Lyons Lair’ – a play on
words for previous owners. My father recently removed the ‘Lair’ part and painted the door beige
over the existing army green. I expressed my disappointment regarding the change to my mother, as
it had always looked like that when I was growing up. To my surprise my mother told me that dad
had actually reverted the door back to its ‘original’ state – and that the ‘Lair’ part was added by
someone who used the shack for a short period in the early 90s.
Having now spoken with my participants, I often think back to that memory; similar examples are
scattered throughout their transcripts. It’s surprising that even within my family there are conflicts
about what the shack should look like. It really showed that associations with places, or doors, can’t
be fixed within a memory or time period, as those are different for everyone.
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Participants also recognise that adhering to the original ‘character’ of the shack, does
involve ‘making do’ and vernacular material. Phil [participant, male, 70s, 28 years in
shack] describes how he tries to keep his shacks in ‘the original context’ but ‘a lot of the
materials you can’t get these days, so you got to make do with what you can get’. This
dilemma is reflected in wider heritage discussions. For example, Vergunst et al. (2017,
p. 165) found thinking of heritage as ‘material’ in specific ways ‘blocked greater direct
participation in decision making by non-professionals’. Vergunst et al. (2017; cites
Smith 2006) argue that the heritage of places ‘is certainly material and yet combines
aspects of tangible and intangible at every turn’. This results in a critique of the political
structures which control heritage and how it is valued (Vergunst et al. 2017). Shack
owners making do with materials often raised critiques of the ‘like for like’ policy:
“When we applied to do this roof. They said, ‘you must match exactly as what
came off”, and of course these roofing profiles change all the time. And so, it’s
impossible, you couldn’t match it”
(Jason, male, 70s, 29 years in shack)

The vernacular construction of shacks entails materials spanning several decades –
participants detailed tensions surrounding material availability and policy. Alexander
[participant, male, 70s, 55 years in shack] credited the introduction of building
standards within the construction sector to a lack of second-hand materials. Where
shack owners would have bought second-hand materials in the past, they now find this
harder to do, thus shaping maintenance practice. Ruben [participant, male, 60s, 66 years
in shack] explains ‘heritage would say you’ve got to use the original materials,
practicalities mean that we’ve got to actually use the nearest that we can actually
access’. Alexander expanded on a related example.
“a cracked window here that I can’t replace… it’s an aluminium window… and
I’ll probably use Perspex which I can drill… Because if I pull the frame apart
and try put glass in it I can’t get the componentry for it… where all these things
you could go and buy it, and because building standards don’t allow you to put
in second-hand material into a building nowadays there’s no market, so all these
places have gone”
(Alexander, male, 70s, 55 years in shack)
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NPWS introduction of shack “Condition Standards” which includes building standards
and codes, further problematises tensions such as keeping shacks the same or ‘as they
as’ (NSW NPWS 2003). NPWS policy provides shack building codes (emulating the
Building Code of Australia) to follow in the event of a repair (NSW NPWS 2003).
Patrick [participant, male, 85, 68 years in shack] referred to such policy introductions as
‘a catch 22’. For example, if a shack (that was originally concrete set on the ground)
required rebuilding, building codes would prohibit it, as the policy mandates the rebuild
is raised off the ground, ‘It’s gotta be the same, but it can’t be the same’ (Patrick). In
effect, the materiality of heritage (and license conditions) seeks to fix the temporal
nature of shacks. Smith refers to this as a ‘boundedness’ which limits awareness of
broader values (2006, p. 31). Pablo [participant, male, 53, 45 years in shack] makes a
note of this paradox, ‘you’ve got to abide by the heritage listing, but most of the shacks
are not what they used to be anyway’.

Figure 33 shack rebuilt with NPWS permission was raised off old slab to
comply with Condition Standards
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Figure 34 Old slab visible beneath shack reconstructed with NPWS
permission

6.4 Auditing: The influence of licensing conditions on
maintenance practices
Beyond materiality, it is important to explore how maintenance is negotiated within the
application of the NPWS’ approach to managing the now SHR-listed shacks. There has
been a general shift in heritage policy and management, away from material towards the
‘intangible and relational’ (Harvey 2013). However, this shift is not always effectively
demonstrated in application (Smith 2015; Su 2018; Dicks 2015). Management of shacks
is still articulated through material or artefactual thinking notions, and this is depicted
throughout the shack audit process. Pablo [participant, male, 53, 45 years in shack]
speaks about this in relation to the audit process; “my life experience is here. They
haven’t got any. They’ve just got a checklist”.
It is important to consider that the shack audit is a process which documents the extent
of compliance with license conditions (see 2.6). If a shack is found as non-compliant the
license is terminated (see 2.6). Harvey (2013) discusses how academic and expert
cultures act to exclude the ideas and value of local communities. Harvey (2013, p. 155)
suggests that exploring the ‘subjective and non-expert raises the possibility of other
ways of knowing’. Other ways of knowing emerged when participants discussed their
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experiences with the shack audit process. Participants spoke of what the NPWS audit
didn’t see, what it got wrong in its focus on appearance, and how the process was often
ignored by shack owners:
“I find it irritating, that somebody who hasn’t got a clue about the realities of
how the place functions, dictates something from a photograph. It’s just
unreasonable, because it takes no account of the social skills that it requires, and
physical energy, and people’s cycles in life”
(Alexander, participant, male, 70s, 55 years in shack)
Jason explained that the shack auditors were unable to locate a shack:
‘They didn’t even do the [X’s] shack, they couldn’t find [it] they just walked
past it, they didn’t see (emphasis participant’s own) it in the bushes’
(Jason, participant, male, 70s, 29 years in shack)
Participants explain that maintenance knowledge was not reflected within the shack
audit process. Participants described that the auditors (NPWS staff and consultants)
identified maintenance problems throughout the audit process by appearance of shack
materials. Jacinta’s embodied knowledge was highlighted when discussing how the
auditors confused a piece of rot in the timber window frame for white ants:
‘she [auditor] said “that’s possible white ants”, well it’s not, because if you
know anything about white ants then you know that they have little mud
tunnels… they behave in a certain way, and this is just rot”
(Jacinta, female, 60s, 29 shacks in shack)
Material appearance also informed Danika’s [participant, female, 70s, 65 years in
shack] audit report. Despite the fact that Danika knew her shack roof needed
replacement, ‘because it looked good, it passed’. Aside from what participants viewed
as a narrow focus on appearance as a proxy for significance, such experiences eroded
the credibility of the audit process for participants.
Similarly, to the issues of tenure (see section 6.2), subjectivities of compliance with
licensing conditions shaped reactions to the shack audit. Martha [participant, female,
60s, 60+ years in shack] explains that despite knowing maintenance was needed to the
surrounds of her shack she stopped. Her maintenance of an existing retaining wall was
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flagged as unauthorised building (NPWS permission is required for actual construction)
in Martha’s audit report. Martha explained that she had previously put in an application
to rebuild a termite damaged washhouse but never received a reply. As the shack
community organised a helicopter lift to transport shack materials Martha decided to
‘get the materials down here and start this’. When the audit reports were issued to shack
owners (2018), Martha was concerned about the notes on unauthorised building. Martha
was instructed by NPWS to submit documentation that proved the wall was existing and
the maintenance was not unauthorised building. Martha submitted all the required
documentation, but at the time of her interview (approximately 6 months later) no
response had been received. ‘We haven’t finished there ‘cause… with the audit, we’re
thinking… ‘we better wait and see what all the result of this is’” (Martha). Pablo
[participant, male, 53, 45 years in shack] summarises such responses and attitudes to the
audit, more succinctly, “They just use it [the audit] as a weapon”. The licensing
conditions and the auditing of shacks are conducted in terms of the appearance of shack
and materials. This audit process does not consider the embodied understandings of
shack owners and requirements of shack maintenance.

6.5

Conclusion

This chapter explored how auditing and licensing requirements can inform shack
maintenance practices. Following the conceptual framework set out in section 3.5, this
chapter has explored shack maintenance at the intersection between management
(auditing and licensing conditions), practice and knowing. This chapter highlighted the
meanings and bodily dimensions of shacks and the connections to material. When
commenting on tensions regarding choice and use of shack material, shack owners
foregrounded performance in their discussions, demonstrating that the tangible and
intangible are linked through both doing and knowing. Senses of tenure and security
helped shape shack owners’ feelings and dispositions towards maintenance. However,
the constraints of license conditions and auditing process cause tensions. In addressing
the objectives of this project, this chapter has shown that heritage and social
significance are informed through bodily encounters and socialising ‘work’ (Vergunst et
al. 2017; Bashforth et al. 2017). The findings presented here highlight the importance of
exploring ‘other ways of knowing’ within policy and management applications (Harvey
2013).
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7 Conclusion: ‘It had always looked like that’
The problem with ‘original’
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To conclude, this chapter revisits the project objectives summarising the key research
findings, suggests future research agendas, and discusses the researcher’s changing
positionality. In this thesis I have explored shack maintenance in terms of social and
material relations that both embody and themselves create heritage. I have discussed the
materiality of shacks as processual, a repository for memories of materials, and
something which itself contributes to the significance of shacks. Heritage debates are
evoked by shack owners within the discussion of shack maintenance, some shack
owners’ understandings of significance are focus on and are entwined with the
‘original’ fabric of shacks. While other shack owners have highlighted the
contradictions involved in keeping their shack in character through maintenance,
arguing that the materials of shacks have always changed. This thesis found that
participants’ understandings of heritage and significance are enveloped within the social
process of shack maintenance. While the license and auditing conditions were framed
by shack owners as processes, which emphasised the appearance of shack materials and
ignored their embodied or intimate knowledge of shacks.

7.1

Addressing the objectives - Key research summary

My project aim was to understand the role and meanings of vernacular maintenance
practices of heritage listed cabins in a protected area, and the consequences of these for
heritage management and cabin use. I explored the role and meaning of vernacular
maintenance practices in depth and this was achieved by addressing objectives I and II.
Vernacular maintenance practices are extremely significant, if not the most significant
aspect of cabin use, for shack owners. Shack maintenance embodies a community spirit
for shack owners and draws upon inheritances of their pasts’ through the performance
of maintenance practices. Shack maintenance evokes the history of shacks and connects
shack owners with their families and communities.
The consequences of vernacular maintenance practices for management and cabin use
were discovered in addressing objectives III and IV. Despite a shift in heritage
management and NPWS approaches, vernacular or processual (ICH) heritage does not
feature within actual management models, such as the shack audit. Although the
‘official’ heritage (SHR listing) acknowledge the importance of vernacular processes
this is not reflected within NPWS management approaches (the shack audit). The
ignoring of vernacular heritage suggests that the AHD is still present within
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management approaches of agencies, including the NPWS. The question as to why
vernacular processes are ignored within the NPWS audit is an important one. The
NPWS has reflected internally on their management approach of recreational and
cultural sites (such as the RNP shacks); and this is evident within agency publications
(Byrne, Brayshaw & Ireland 2001; OEH 2012). Categorical thinking within heritage
and conservation proves that bridging the divide of ‘nature and culture’, ‘tangible and
intangible’ is no simple feat. These categorical approaches remain within the siloing of
conservation management. Yet despite such findings, the reasoning behind NPWS’
material focus within the shack audit and management of shacks was not answered
within this thesis and suggests further research (see 7.2).

Objective I: To examine the role of ‘maintenance’ in the ongoing social
significance and heritage of the shacks;
Maintenance plays a significant role in the meanings of social and heritage significance
of the RNP shacks. It is difficult for shack owners to separate their shacks (and their
maintenance) from the social significance of the shack communities. The act of walking
to a shack with material was discussed as a way of knowing which materials and
methods would be successful in shack maintenance. This intimate knowledge of skills,
shacks, materials and their transportation, is embodied within the landscape and
materiality of shacks. Shack maintenance was framed as a social process, in which
skills, knowledge and help was freely shared throughout communities. Discussing shack
maintenance uncovered differing personal meanings. Some participants were very
focused on keeping shack materials as original as possible as that was what was of
significance - keeping their shack within its original character. The accounts of keeping
shacks ‘original’ illustrate how material approaches to heritage are still evident within
contemporary debates. The focus of the material in shacks suggests that, for such
owners, AHD thinking is remains relevant to conservation management, including for
those who are not experts. While other participants noted that shacks’ materials have
always undergone change, therefore keeping a shack ‘original’ is impossible and
paradoxical. The discussions of participants’ ‘struggles’ with changing shack materials
reflect how ‘official’ heritage management approaches can permeate the vernacular or
‘from below’ accounts. Shack owners felt their shacks were kept in character or the
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same, despite the changing materiality due to maintenance, yet the onus to do the right
thing is informed by the results of NPWS shack audit.

Objective II: To investigate how the material culture of ‘maintenance’ can be a
process of heritage;
The materiality of shacks calls for constant and continual maintenance, and this is
something which has been ongoing since the RNP shacks were first constructed. Due to
the constant processes of decay shack owners are at times replacing the fabric of shacks;
the materiality of shacks is an ongoing process. This ongoing process is something that
is recognised within the SHR listing as significant to the RNP shacks. Some participants
highlighted that it was important for them to retain shack materials as close to the
original as possible as this informs the character of their shack. Yet all participants
explained that changes in shack material are impossible to avoid. The changing
materiality of shacks was highlighted as something which has occurred since the
construction of shacks. The participants who have made conscious decisions to do this
saw that their shack still functions as a shack, and that despite the materials changing,
the meaning of their shack is unaffected. Memories of shack materials are significant
and this instigated instances of salvaging items/materials from demolished shacks.
Shacks at the individual level provide subaltern memories and meanings. Shacks can be
understood as mnemonic (from within) of a particular heritage, drawing from individual
oral histories and performances (maintenance practices). While the Authorised Heritage
Discourse unifies memories and meaning, presenting heritage as unchallenged sites or
monuments (Dicks 2015). Due to the ongoing practices of maintenances, echoing those
of previous shack owners, memories of shack owners are always under construction and
open to contestation, creating a heritage from below. The materiality of the shack
experience, and performing shack maintenance, involves a ‘spatial dance’ between past
and present (Robertson 2015, p. 1004).

Objective III: To compare notions of heritage and social significance (arising
from maintenance of shacks in the RNP) amongst cabin owners and within
license and audit conditions;
Shack owners framed the significance of their shacks as entangled within the
community. Shack maintenance is viewed as an ongoing social practice, which has long
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involved working alongside people, and sharing knowledge and learning, and they
understood this process as an example of the reciprocal nature of the communities.
Participants illustrated how the process of shack maintenance is identical to that of
previous generations of shack owners. Participants detailed how their shacks have
remained the same or kept in character because of the limitations imposed by the
location of (and journey to) their shacks. Shack owners’ maintenance practices have
persisted through time and are ongoing today. The participants view their heritage as
their shacks, but more importantly as the teaching, doing, learning and passing on shack
maintenance through families and shack communities. This framing of heritage as a
process connects with contemporary understandings of heritage in terms of ICH. By
drawing upon accounts of ICH, I have framed the act of doing shack maintenance as
valuable in its own right. I have unveiled the previously invisible significance of
transmittance of knowledge through doing, and the processual nature of shack materials
through exploring shack maintenance practices.
Shack owners discussed how their embodied knowledge of shack maintenance was not
reflected in the shack audit process. They provided accounts of how the audit was
conducted on an appearance basis but did not account for what lay beyond the visual –
issues for which more intimate knowledge was required were missed or misinterpreted,
and dilemmas, tensions, constraints, and the processes of addressing these by shack
owners were not part of the audit. Participants gave examples of how defective roofs
were found to be okay, and passed the audit process unnoticed, and how things like rot
which (appeared to be a defect) were noticed, despite the rot not impacting the function
or structural integrity of a shack. Participants believe that the auditing and management
of shacks was informed only by shack appearance and that this was utilised as a proxy
for significance.

Objective IV: To analyse how NPWS license and auditing conditions can impact
the undertaking and meanings of maintenance for shack owners;
NPWS license and auditing conditions caused tensions among shack owners. Most
significant were the changes to shack owners’ tenure. The reduction in investment of
shack materials due to changing tenure is something that is documented in wider
research (Robertson 2015; Robertson & Webster 2017; Jones and Selwood 2012;
Gourividis 2010; Jones 2012). Many participants referred to the 2000 proposed license
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conditions, in which, the NPWS made the distinction of ‘bona fide’ license holders and
non bona fide license holders. These no ‘bona fide’ participants detailed how their
senses of belonging were influenced by the license conditions proposed in 2000,
referring to themselves as ‘not original’ and explaining the relief they felt when the
2006 licenses were issued to all shack owners. Some participants explained that when
the 2006 licences were issued they felt this acknowledged them as the ‘owner’ (sic) of
their shack.
The shack audit process had mixed consequences among shack owners. Some
participants felt that it was a good thing. Those participants who viewed the shack audit
in a positive light, felt that it was a good thing regulate the changes in shack materials or
shack appearance, therefore retaining the significance of the shacks. While other
participants argued that shacks have been undergoing constant material change and that
the audit was ineffective. Participants also highlight how the audit process was
conducted of on the basis of shack material appearance, which marginalised the
embodied and intimate knowledge of shack owners. While most participants
acknowledge that the audit process didn’t change their approaches to maintenance, they
felt it was a pointless ‘checklist’ exercise. While recent OEH publications acknowledge,
“the best way to conserve a place is to use it”, NPWS does not apply this to
maintenance and the loss of a license is still a potential outcome from their auditing
process (2012, p. 4). See Figure 35 for an alternative approach that would involve
consideration of both materials and maintenance processes.
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Figure 35 Diagrammatic representation of future research opportunities

7.2

Future research

The findings of this thesis present many future research opportunities. Further research
could be generated through collaboration with the NPWS and potentially provide
insights as to how instances of vernacular heritage can be better managed. This thesis
has pointed to how cultural and material processes are separated within management
applications. Further collaborative research may suggest a way to bring these focuses
together (see Figure 35). One aspect of this might be how the audit process was
developed and the extent to which it also reflects a process of navigating constraints,
agency requirements, and tensions in heritage governance. The findings also suggested
that gendered experiences of maintenance practices are significant, further research with
female shack owners would provide new insights into this.
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7.3

Changing Positionality

As an insider I expected certain accounts of ‘what is heritage’ to emerge among shack
owners. Despite wanting to approach the data collection without expectations or
personal bias, the diverse (and often conflicting) understandings of heritage surprised
me. Being ‘surprised’ alerted me to the fact that I was unconsciously seeking out, or
looking for, certain account that resonated with me. Being challenged by other shack
owners’ accounts of heritage revealed the complex nature of the project subject.
When conducting interviews as a researcher, as opposed to a fellow shack owner, the
change was noticeable. I found that conversations were more challenging for me, I was
attempting to find the ‘why’ in relation to participant’s responses. I was aware of my
instinct to relate to participants with similar accounts. I wanted the participants to
convey the ‘why’ in their own words. On one occasion my participant referred to
‘university educated’ and how this didn’t translate to knowing about shacks. He was
quick to ensure he meant no offence (I wasn’t offended). Reflecting on that instance
revealed how difficult it was at times to talk about shacks, when so much of a shack
experience is lived.
Despite negotiating the role of researcher among my community, being an insider
provided me with invaluable insights. While I was at first very conscious of not
skewing my results with ‘personal bias’, having similar lived experiences allowed me to
explore the conflicts or tensions within shacks. I have become so embedded within this
project I find myself constantly analysing my own memories in my family’s shack.
Thinking about how I view my family’s shack it is hard for me to disentangle its
materials from my memories or meanings. The difficulty of disentangling memories,
emotions, or practices, from materials, is more generally evident within this research
project. The materials of shacks matter in so many ways for shack owners. Yet, an
overtly strong focus on materials risks marginalising the stories and relationships that
they cultivate. The heritage significance of the shacks derives from both materials and
social processes. Future heritage management of the shacks will require uniting the two
and collectively drawing on the insights and experience of heritage research as well as
the shack owners and the NPWS. While my participants (and other researchers) have
suggested better ways to manage materials and their heritage significance, this is going
to require further thought.
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Appendices
Appendix A

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
You are invited to participate in a research project investigating the role and meaning of shack
maintenance within the Royal National Park. Please find further information below should you
wish to take part.
TITLE: Maintaining Heritage: the role of shack maintenance in cultural heritage management
of the Royal National Park’s coastal cabin communities (Ethics Number: 2018/427)
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH: To better understand the role and meanings of shack
maintenance in a protected area setting (National Park).
INVESTIGATORS:
Associate Professor Nicholas Gill, University of Wollongong, Faculty of Social Sciences,
ngill@uow.edu.au 02 4221 4165
Georgia Holloway (student investigator), Faculty of Social Sciences, gmh998@uowmail.edu.au
0488424974
WHAT YOU WILL BE ASKED TO DO:
If you would like to participate you can choose to share your stories and views surrounding
maintenance practices, at your shack at a time convenient to yourself. Your involvement in the
project is completely voluntary and how much time you wish to dedicate to the project is up to
you.
Part 1:Talking Maintenance – In this stage you will be asked to tell us a bit about yourself, the
history of your shack and how you go about maintaining it.
The semi-structured interview is divided into four sections:
• What does shack maintenance mean to you?
• What practicalities are involved in undertaking shack maintenance?
• How do National Parks and Wildlife Services auditing processes affect your shack
maintenance practices?
• What kinds of knowledge or skills have you gained from shack maintenance?
These conversations will be audio recorded and transcribed to later assist the research in
analysis. Parts of the transcripts may be published in the honours thesis and/or journal articles,
media, and conference papers. Once the interview is transcribed, you will be asked to review
your transcript to ensure you are comfortable with the content potentially being published
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within the research. During the review process (the two week period from receiving your
transcripts) you will have the opportunity to amend or clarify your responses.

Part 2: Showing Maintenance - With your consent the researcher will accompany you along on
a tour of your shack or take part in a maintenance project. Conversations will occur during the
walking interview to further learn more about what’s involved in shack maintenance, how is this
completed, and what this means to you.
These conversations will be audio recorded and transcribed to later assist the research in
analysis. Parts of the transcripts may be published in the honours thesis and/or journal articles,
media, and conference papers. This stage of the interview will also involve photography and or
video recordings, which will later aid the researcher in analysis. If you do not wish to be
identified within such recordings (photography/videography) where such images are to be used
in research outputs, the research can blur distinguishing features to ensure your confidentiality.
The video recordings will document the tour around the shack showing shack maintenance. If
you are concerned about being identified you may choose to decline being video recorded or
consent to their use subject to your approval (see below). The photo/video recordings will
mainly serve to assist the research in analysis of the themes identified within the interviews.
Some photos or stills from video recordings may be published within the research (in the
honours thesis and/or journal articles, media, and conference papers) to illustrate the research
findings. You will be provided with a copy of any photographs or video stills selected for
publishing within the research. You will also be provided with an explanation of how the
photographs or video stills will be used within the research. Once the interview is transcribed,
you will be asked to review your transcript, photographs and video stills to ensure you are
comfortable with the content potentially being published within the research. During the review
process (the two week period from receiving your transcripts etc.) you will have the opportunity
to amend or clarify your responses.
POSSIBLE RISKS and INCONVIENCES:
Apart from the time taken to participate in this study we can’t foresee any inconvenience for
you. Our maintenance conversation will be around 1 hour in duration. The walking interview
generated by accompanying a shack tour or taking part in a maintenance project will last around
2 hours. There will be no pressure placed upon you to answer any questions that make you
uncomfortable. If we cover maintenance issues that cause you concern, you have the option of
requesting confidentiality in all of the material produced by the researcher. If you are concerned
about any contentious aspects of the research questions (i.e. questions in regards to shack
maintenance) you may request to review and make changes to your interview transcript. Your
involvement in this project is entirely voluntary. You may stop your participation at any time
and you may also withdraw any data you have provided this project up to the end of February
2019. If you wish to withdraw your data please email your request to do so to either Georgia
Holloway (gmh998@uowmail.edu.au) or Associate Professor Nicholas Gill (ngill@uow.edu.au)
at any time, there is no requirement to provide a reason for data withdrawal. Not partaking in
the project will not affect your relationship with the University of Wollongong.
BENEFITS:
This research project is part of an Honours year at the University of Wollongong. We believe
that this project will have the following benefits. First, participation in this study is an
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opportunity for you share your stories and views within a public realm. Second, your knowledge
will help to inform the issue of cabin maintenance within the Royal National Park. By sharing
your knowledge you will help inform the boarder issue of maintaining historic buildings,
especially within a protected area setting (National Park).
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART:
If you would like to take part in this research project please contact Georgia Holloway
(gmh998@uowmail.edu.au, 0488 424 974).
KNOW SOMEONE WHO MAY BE INTERESTED?
If you know of someone who might like to be involved in this project you can give him or her
any of the emails listed above to contact. We will send him or her this information sheet to let
them know more about the project.
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS: The Social Sciences Human Research
Ethics Committee, University of Wollongong, has reviewed this study. If you have any
concerns or complaints regarding the way this research has been conducted please contact the
UOW Ethics Officer on (02) 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. If you have any
questions about this study, please contact the research supervisor, Nicholas Gill (X).

CONSENT FORM

RESEARCH TITLE; Maintaining Heritage: the role of shack maintenance in cultural heritage
management of the Royal National Park’s coastal cabin communities (Ethics
Number: 2018/427)
RSEARCHERS: Associate Professor Nicholas Gill and Georgia Holloway, Faculty of Social
Sciences, University of Wollongong.
I have been given information about the project ‘Maintaining Heritage: the role of shack
maintenance in cultural heritage management of the Royal National Park’s coastal cabin
communities’. I have discussed the research project with Georgia Holloway, who is conducting
this research as part of a University of Wollongong Honours thesis in the Faculty of Social
Sciences at the University of Wollongong.
I have been advised of the potential risks and burdens associated with this research, which
include the time taken to participate in interviews. I understand that my participation in
additional ‘maintenance project’ research activities (part of the walking interview) is optional
and only if the timing and circumstances suit myself. Consent will also be reconfirmed before
each interview.
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I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to refuse to participate
and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. If I decide not to participate or
withdraw my consent, this will not affect my relationship with the University of Wollongong. I
also understand that I can withdraw any data that I have contributed to the project up until the
end of February 2019.
If I have any enquires about the research, I can contact Nicholas Gill (ngill@uow.edu.au, x). If I
have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, I can
contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Research, University
of Wollongong on (02) 4298 1331 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au By signing below I am
indicating my consent to (please tick): ☐Participate in an interview
☐Participate in an interview and/or shack tour on a confidential basis (optional) ☐Having the
student researcher accompany me on a shack tour (or maintenance project, if applicable)
☐Have an audio-recording of the interview/shack tour (or maintenance project, if applicable)
made for the purposes of transcription and analysis

Consent Form

Ethics Protocol V2
07/10/2018
☐Have photographs taken of the shack tour (or maintenance project) for the purposes of
analysis

1

☐Have video recording taken of the shack tour (or maintenance project) made for the purposes
of analysis
I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used for an Honours thesis and
may be used to write academic journal articles, books and conference papers. I also understand
that the data collected may be used when communicating research outcomes to the media. I
consent for the data I provide to be used in these ways.
Signed
……………………………………….
Name (please print)
……………………………………….
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Appendix B
HREC Approval of Application 2018/427

irma-support@uow.edu.au
Tue 16/10/2018 10:00
To:Nicholas Gill <ngill@uow.edu.au>;
Cc:Georgia Holloway <gmh998@uowmail.edu.au>; rso-ethics@uow.edu.au <rso-ethics@uow.edu.au>;

Dear Associate Professor Gill,
I am pleased to advise that the application detailed below has been approved.
Please submit a clean, untracked version of the PIS and consent form to the HREC for noting.
There is some repetition/overlap between the tick box options on the consent form. This is not an
ethical issue, but you may wish to consolidate them to make it less repetitive for your participants.
Ethics Number:

2018/427

Approval Date:

16/10/2018

Expiry Date:

15/10/2019

Project Title:

Maintaining Heritage: the role of shack maintenance in cultural heritage
management of the Royal National Park’s coastal cabin communities

Researcher/s:

Holloway Georgia; Gill Nicholas

Documents
Approved:

Sites:

Ethics Protocol V1
Response to review 11/10/2018
Consent Form V2 - 07/10/2018
Participant Information Sheet V2 - 07/10/2018
Interview Schedule V1
Social Media Script V1

Site

Principal Investigator for Site

Era Beach

Georgia Holloway

Garie Beach

Georgia Holloway

Burning Palms Beach

Georgia Holloway
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The HREC has reviewed the research proposal for compliance with the National Statement on
Ethical Conduct in Human Research and approval of this project is conditional upon your
continuing compliance with this document. Compliance is monitored through progress reports; the
HREC may also undertake physical monitoring of research.
Approval is granted for a twelve month period; extension of this approval will be considered on
receipt of a progress report prior to the expiry date. Extension of approval requires:
The submission of an annual progress report and a final report on completion of your
project.
Approval by the HREC of any proposed changes to the protocol or investigators.
Immediate report of serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants.
Immediate report of unforeseen events that might affect the continued acceptability of the
project.
If you have any queries regarding the HREC review process or your ongoing approval please
contact the Ethics Unit on 4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
Yours sincerely,

Emma Barkus
Associate Professor Emma Barkus,
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Appendix C
Social Media Script

Would you like to share your shack maintenance stories?
‘Maintaining Heritage: the role of shack maintenance in cultural heritage management of the
Royal National Park’s coastal cabin communities’ is a study conducted by Georgia Holloway
as part of an Honours year project at the University of Wollongong. The project aim is to
better understand the role and meanings of shack maintenance in a protected area setting
(National Park). Participation involves sharing your experiences of conducting shack
maintenance, at your shack at a time that suits you. To participate you must be: a Royal
National Park shack owner/care taker over the age of 18.
If you would like more information please contact Georgia Holloway. Georgia is also a
member of a family that has a shack at Era
Email: gmh998@uowmail.edu.au
Ph: 0488 424 974

Recruitment email

Dear X,
Do you want to share your stories and views surrounding the work that’s involved in
maintaining your shack?
My name is Georgia Holloway and I am a Geography honours student at the University of
Wollongong and I am conducting a project exploring shack maintenance in the Royal National
Park. I am also a member of the shack community – my family has a shack at Era.
I am particularly interested in learning about the strategies you use and issues you may
encounter whilst completing shack maintenance, along with how National Park and Wildlife
Services’ management of cultural heritage at the shacks affects you.
Does this interest you?
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Participation in the project involves two parts; Part 1) an Interview, and Part 2) “A Walking
Interview”
The first part would involve talking to myself about your personal knowledge of shack
maintenance and the history of your shack. The second part “Showing Maintenance”, would
involve inviting myself along a tour of your shack, or taking part in one of your maintenance
projects (if applicable).
If you are interested in participating I can send through a Participant Information Sheet via
email or the post, whatever is easiest for you.
Thank you for your time.
Yours Sincerely,
Georgia Holloway

Direct email
Dear RNP Coastal Cabin Protection League,
Do you want to share your stories and views surrounding the work that’s involved in
maintaining your shacks?
My name is Georgia Holloway and I am a Geography honours student at the University of
Wollongong and I am conducting a project exploring shack maintenance in the Royal National
Park. I am also a member of the shack community – my family has a shack at Era.
I am particularly interested in learning about the strategies you use and issues you may
encounter whilst completing shack maintenance, along with how National Park and Wildlife
Services’ auditing process affects you.
Does this interest you? Would this be of interest to some of your members?
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Participation in the project involves two parts; Part 1) an Interview, and Part 2)
“Showing Maintenance”
The first part would involve shack owners talking to myself about their personal knowledge of
shack maintenance and the history of their shack. The second part, “Showing Maintenance”,
would involve inviting myself along a tour of a shack, or taking part in a shack maintenance
project (if applicable).
If you are interested, or know someone who may be interested in participating I can send
through a Participant Information Sheet via email or the post, whatever is easiest for you.
Thank you for your time.
Yours Sincerely,
Georgia Holloway
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Appendix D

Technique

Credibility
Authentic
representations
of the data –
will participants

Transferability

Dependability

Confirmability

Ability of the

Minimise the

Acknowledging

data to fit within

idiosyncrasies

researcher’s role -

contexts outside

of researcher’s

motivations,

this study

data

interests, and

interpretation

perspectives of

recognise the
experiences

researcher can

reported

influence data
interpretation

Critical
reflexivity
and

X

X

X

X

positionality
statements
Literature

X

review
Criterion
sampling

X

X

X

X

Semistructured

X

interview
Ethics - PIS
and consent

X

from
Procedural
ethics – formal

X

application
Recording of
interview

X

X
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Photography
Walking
interview
Verbatim
transcription
Thematic
coding

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data
triangulation
Multiple data
sources:
interviews,
walking

X

X

interviews,
literature
review,
historical
sources
(context)
Field notes
Notes from the
field,
observations,
researcher

X

X

reflection,
ideas for
interview
schedule
improvement
Peer debriefing
Regular

X

X

meetings with
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supervisor to
track and
check
progress; work
examined by
supervisors
Member
checking
Participants
invited to
review and
clarify their

X

X

transcripts and
photographs
(all
participants
emailed
transcripts)
Table 5 Rigour (Baxter and Eyles 1997; cites Lincoln and Guba 1985)
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Appendix E
Draft Interview Schedule
The two parts of the interview are likely to blur into one another.

Icebreaker: tell me a brief history about this shack, how did you start visiting this place?
Talking Maintenance
Please explain what shack maintenance is?



What does shack maintenance mean to you?
o What does looking after your shack mean to you?
o How is that reflected in your maintenance?
o What is the significance and meaning of the heritage listing to you?



What practicalities are involved in undertaking shack maintenance?
o What are your goals in maintenance?
o What is your process in undertaking maintenance?
o How do you go about organising maintenance work?



How do National Parks and Wildlife Services auditing processes affect your shack
maintenance practices?
o Can you tell me about your interactions with NPWS as part of
maintenance or auditing?
o Too what extent have there been any disagreements between you and
NPWS about how to maintain your shack? If resolved, how did this
occur?
o Do you have any stories of where you have a good experience of
working out a maintenance issue with NPWS?
o What do you believe is the ‘problem’?
o How do you think it could be improved?
o Why do you say that?
o Why would you change that?



What kinds of knowledge or skills have you gained from shack maintenance?
o Have you had to learn things in order to fix things?
o Have you had to ask for help from other shack owners in order to fix
things? What was that experience like (positive or negative)?
o Have these new skills or knowledge’s helped you elsewhere outside of the
shack communities?
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Showing Maintenance

This section of the semi-structured interview involves the walking interview (taking place in and
around the shack).











Can you show me some recent maintenance work you have done?
How you did it?
Who with?
What influenced how you carried out the maintenance?
How did you choose materials?
Can you show me how the heritage listing has affected your maintenance practices?
What have been the consequences for you and/or your shack?
How would describe the outcome in terms of how this has affected the heritage
significance of your shack and can you show me?
Can you show me things you have done on your shack that have been influenced by
how the NWPS has asked you carry out maintenance?
Reflecting on this what do you think of how that happened and the outcome for the
shack?
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Appendix F
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Appendix G

Heritage Act 1977
CRITERIA FOR LISTING ON THE STATE HERITAGE REGISTER
The State Heritage Register is established under Part 3A of the Heritage Act (as amended in
1998) for listing of items of environmental heritage1 which are of state heritage significance2.
To be assessed for listing on the State Heritage Register an item will, in the opinion of the
Heritage Council of NSW, meet one or more of the following criteria3:

a) an item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history;
b) an item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of
persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history;

c) an item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of
creative or technical achievement in NSW;

d) an item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in
NSW for social, cultural or spiritual reasons;

e) an item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s
cultural or natural history;

f) an item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural
history;

g) an item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of
NSW’s

1

environmental heritage means those places, buildings, works, relics, moveable objects, and
precincts, of state or local heritage significance (section 4, Heritage Act, 1977).
2

state heritage significance, in relation to a place, building, work, relic, moveable object or
precinct, means significance to the State in relation to the historical, scientific cultural, social,
archaeological, architectural, natural or aesthetic value of the item (section 4A(1), Heritage Act,
1977).
3

Guidelines for the application of these criteria may be published by the NSW Heritage Office.
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- cultural or natural places; or
- cultural or natural environments.
An item is not to be excluded from the Register on the ground that items with similar
characteristics have already been listed on the Register.
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